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I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

("~#) 2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4 _________________________x
.

5 In the matter of: .

$ 0 ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY : Docket No. 50-461-OL

{ (Clinton, Unit 1) :
7

; :
a -------------------------x
$ 8

a
c 9 Tuesday, May 4, 1982
*, University Inn

10 Plaza Room
$ Champaign, Illinois 61820
g 11

a

f 12 Prehearing conference in the above-entitled

(]) 13 matter convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 o' clock a.m.

| 14 BEFORE:
$

{ 15 HUGH J. CLARK, Chairman
Administrative Judge*

i

]. 16 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
A

b' 17 GEORGE A. FERGUSON, Member

$ Administrative Judge
5 18 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
,

E
19 OSCAR H. PARIS, Member

g
Administrative Judge

20 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

2I APPEARANCES:

22 On behalf of the Applicant:(

23 SHELDON A. ZABEL, Esq.
WILLIAM VAN SUSTEREN

24 CHARLES D. FOX IV(') Schiff, Hardin & Waite
25 Sears Tower

Chicago, Illinois 60606
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I On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

() 2 MR. RICHARD J. GODDARD, Esq.
MR. JAY M. GUTIERREZ, Esq.

3 ,0ffice of the Executive Legal Director

,]) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
4 Washington, D.C. 20555

| On behalf of the State of Illinois: .,

| 6
PHILIP L. WILLMAN, Esq.

_

j 7
Assistant Attorney General;

; MR. REED W. NEUMAN, Esq.
" Assistant Attorney Generalg

160 North LaSalle Street

N Chicago, Illinois 606019
i

h 10
on behalf of Prairie Alliance, Intervenor:

z
E MR. JAN KODNER, Esq.

h
gj

Tutt & Kodner
Chicago, Illinoisd 12

E

O ! is ^tso ""SSS"T=
m

h 14 MR. GEORGE E. WULLER
g Illinois Power Company

2 15

j 16
w

d 17

W
$ 18
_

E
19

R
20

21
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23

24
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' P RQQE QQIEQS
2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: This conference will come to order.

3 This conference was scheduled as a prehearing

4 conference which would precede a hearing on contentions

5 of the - intervenors in Clinton Power Station, Unit 1.

0 Because the completion date for Clinton Power Station Unit,

R
7 1 has been postponed for approximately a year, the hearing

] 8 will also be postponed because the hearing would be too
d
* 9 far in advance of the completion of the plant. However,
z.

10 this conference is being held as the third special prehearing
=
$ Il conference. Its purpose is to deal with problems relating
is

g 12 to issues involved, discovery, and other aspects including

O|'3 gre11minery motions. .

| 14 In order that the reporter may have an accurate
$

h
15 record, I shall first introduce members of the Board and then

m

j ask the representatives of the parties to then introduce. 16
as

h
I7 themselves.

m
$ 18 1 am Hugh J. Clark, a lawyer and Chairman of j

E I9
8 this Board.
n

20j Judge Gecrge A. Ferguson on my left is a nuclear

21 engineer, and Judge Oscar H. Paris on my right is an

O 22 e, viro,meo,e1 ,ciemel . . sach o, my c,11eague, is em1meo,

23 in his field and has served on previous boards. Each

24 brings to this Board and this proceeding a wealta of ability

25 and experience, which it is very pleasant to me as Chairman

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I to have them working with me.

!2 Now, I will ask t he S ta f f , Mr. Goddard, to

3 introduce himself and others at his table.

O 4 MR. GODDARD: Thank you, Judge Clark.

My name is Richard J. Goddard of the Office

f6 of the Executive Legal Director, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
n
8 7
; Commission, with offices in Bethesda, Maryland. I
n

am the NRC Staff Counsi in this case, assisted.by my
0
o 9
g co-counsel on my left, Mr. Jay M. Gutierrez of the same

h] 10
. office.
=

h The role of the NRC Staff is to represent the

N technical staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

presenting their case in this proceeding.

E 14w With me on my right is Mr. J. lierbert Williams
$

of the NRC Technical Staff. lie is with the office of

' Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Division of Licensing, and

d 17 he is the project manager for the NRC for the licensingw

of Clinton Station, Unit 1.

19
g CIIAIRMAN CLARK : Thank you very much, Mr.

Goddard. .

|

I Mr. Zabel, will you introduce yourself. Mr.

O 22 ,,,,1 1, ,,,,,,1 ,,, ,,,11c,,,.

23
MR. ZABEL: Thank you, ycur lionor. I'm Shelden

O 24 ,, z,,,1. ,1,, ,, ,,my ,1,,, 1, ,,, ,1111,, ,,,s,,,,,,,

25 and on my left, Mr. Charles D. Fox IV. We are with the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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rt3 I firm of Schiff, Hardin & Waite and we represent the

2 *three applicants, Illinois Power, Soil and Power Coopera-

3 tive, and Western Illinois Power Cooperative, in this.

() 4 proceeding,

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Will you introduce the other gent -

U

| 6 lemen; at your table.
R
& 7 MR. ZABEL: The other two gentlemen sitting at
n
8 8 the table with us are Mr. George Wulle on my far right
0 .

C 9 and Mr. Harold Heisler on my far left, who are employees
,

z

10 of Illinois Power Company.

$ II CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you very much.
k

N I2 Mr. Kodner representing the Prairie Alliance.
5

(]) 13 MR. KODilER: Yes, sir, Jan Kodner of the

| 14 firm of Tutt & Kodner, Chicago, Illinois, representing
$

15 intervenor Prairie Alliance.

g 16 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you, Mr. Kodner.
W

6 17 The State of Illinois.
M
$ 18 MR. WILLMAN: Thank you, Judge, Philip L.

E
39 Willman, Assistant Attorney General, on behalf or the

g

| 20 State of Illinois.

2I MR. NEUMAN: And Reed W. Neuman, also an

22
(]) Assistant Attorney General on behalf of the State of

23 Illinois.

24 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you very much.[])
|

25 I would like to say at this point that I particu-

i
,
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larly wish to welcome Mr. Zabel and Mr. Kodner to thisI

O 2 proceeding as being the first time that they have been
3 at a meeting where the Board has been able to see them and
4 get acquainted with them.

5 I would like to outline next the items which we,}
6 hope to cover today. The agenda will comprise a report

R
b 7 on the result of negotiations between the parties; second,
s
k 0 Prairie Alliance.'s proposed new cententions; Illinois'
d

. proposed issues; summary disposition of Prairie Alliance |9

10 Contention No. 5; various motions that are pending before
_-

II
,

the Board; and any other matter which any party present

y 12 would like to raise if it is within the cognizance of this
~

c

f13 meetint.

@ 14 Now, informally Mr. Goddard advised me that there
$

f15 was going to be a meeting of counsel to discuss the varicus

j 16 contentions in this case with a view to either shortening
us

I7 them so that they more clearly set forth the issues or
a:

IO perhaps that the applicant might be able to convince the
E

g intervenors that some of the contentions could be dropped.

20 Mr. Goddard, will you report on that meeting.

2I MR. GODDARD: Yes, Judge Clark. The most recent

O ,,,,1 , ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,1 ,,, ,,, ,,,1,1, x111,,,,, ,,,,, ,,22

23 Illinois, Illinois Power, and the NRC Staff occurred on

24 April 28th in the offices of counsel for Illinois Power
?

25 | Company.

I ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I At that time the State of Illinois and the

2 attorney for Prairie Alliance were presented with technical

3 information regarding one of the contentions which had

O
-

4 been prepared by the NRC Staff. Previous technical

5j information had been presented in affidavit form to all

6 parties in the case.

7 Because of Mr. Kodner's recent affiliation as
s
k 0 counsel for the Prairie Alliance, he informed me that
U

although he had recently met with his client he was not

10 able to speak definitively with regard to disposition of
=

,$
II any of the contentions at this time.

NI At that meeting we identified a number of

O | '3 contentions which we fe1e were perhage mese suieeb1e for

b I4 early disposition. By the term "early disposition,"
$

15 I mean on the basis of negotiations with a view toward

' I0 settlement between all parties or if necessary through the

h
I7 medium of summary disposition as provided for in the

a:

$ 18 regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
E

g I don't know whether the Board would like us to

20 identify those contentions specifically at this time or

21 not, according to your discretion.

O 22 cm,1,ss, css,x, z ,,,,, ,,11,,, ,,,, 111 ,,

23 necessary. We would like to know whether you have set a

24O ,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,,1,,,
.

;

25 MR. GODDARD: Staff is committed to provide

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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technical information on the contentions which I referencedy

() in approximately 30 days.2

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I see.

() 4 MR. GODDARD: Intervenors and the State of

e 5 Illinois have asked for 60 days thereafter within which

b

| 6 to arrive at their conclusions with regard to either

7 disposition or seeking additional specific information from

M
j 8 the NRC Staff and from the applicant,

d
d 9 I would propose that the parties or through their
7:

h 10 counsel meet not more than 90 days from the date of this
z

}) conference and report the results of that conference back
3
d 12 to the licensing board.
E

() 13 I would also move that this Board consider a

$ 14 formal meeting of all parties at the licensing board
W
$
2 15 periodically approximately every 90 or 120 days for the
$

. 16 purpose of monitoring the progress in this case, since as
a
M

g 17 you expressed to me the possibility that the hearings

5
5 18 will be significantly deferred beyond the present
-

19 rescheduled August dates, I feel that in order to keep
k,

i 20 a good handle on the case it will be in the interest of

21 all parties and the licensing board to meet in a formal

22 Proceeding on a recurring basis until such time as the(}
t

! 23 actual evidentiary hearings commence. ,

1 |
i

-

24 Cl! AIRMAN CLARK: Well, the Board will consider i

{])
| 25 that motion, but I would like to say to you that before
!

l

|
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 we held another prehearing conference such as the one

( 2 today, we would want some assurance that the parties have

3 made sufficient progress to make the meeting worthwhile.

O's) 4 MR. GODDARD: Certainly.

e 5 Based upon the statements of counsel for the
5

$ 6 State of Illinois and the Prairie Alliance, I think we

R
& 7 are going to be entering into serious negotiations with
M

$ 8 the prospect of whittling this case down to a more manageable
a
d 9 size.
i

h 10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, we will certainly take
5

h 11 that under advisement, and I would like to remind you that
k

. 12 many months ago now I think I asked for a mcmently progress

(]) 13 report, which I think has dropped through the crack. Do

@ 14 you recall that?
$
2 15 MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir. The only reason that
$
j 16 that has is because of the fact we have had conference calls
m

g 17 in this case on approximately a monthly basis.
E
$ 18 I will be happy to provide the Board with a
=
#

19 written monthly report on the case if the Board desires.
R

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: We would appreciate that.

21 MR. GODDARD: It will be done.

} 22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Coming now to Prairie Alliance's |

|

23 proposed supplemental contentions filed on March 26, 1982

24 pursuant to Board permission granted in a telephone confer-
)

25 ence on March 17th, 1982, Prairie Alliance proposed eight

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. NC.
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1 new contentions.

2 In a telephone conference on April the 1st,
|

3 1982, all parties expressed their views concerning these |

4 contentions. The Board did not express any opinon except

e 5 to agree with the staff that the regulations were changed
$

$ 6 by 47 Federal Register Page 13,75 0,e t ce tera , and 47 Federal
R
$ 7 Register, Page- 12,940, et cetera.
A
y 8 The Board required the parties to file written
U
c 9 briefs concerning these proposed contentions and the
z,

h 10 briefs were filed as follows:
3

h 11 On April the 12th we received briefs from |
k

g 12 Prairie Alliance, applicants. and the State of Illinois,

() 13 and on April the 16th a brief from the Staff.

h 14 Normally, the permission to file additional
$
2 15 I contentions is granted after the Staff has filed its
$
j 16 supplemental safety evaluation report and its final
a

d 17 environmental statement. In this particular case,
E
$ 18 because the applicants had urged on the Board the need

E
19 for speed because it was then contemplated that the

20 plant would be ready for operation at the end of this

21 year, in an effort to expedite matters the Board permitted

(]) 22 the parties to file the proposed additional contentions

23 prior to the filing of the SSER and the FES, and at that

24() time the only documents which were available to the

1
'

25 intervenors was the SER and the DES, that is, these are

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 documents which will be amended and changed in the final

O- 2 documents.
,

3 Recently the Board was informally advised by

() 4 the Staff that the applicants now have a target date of

e 5 approximately January 1984.
b

-

| 6 Mr. Zabel, I would like to know why this Board

a
& 7 was not officially notified of this change.
s
8 8 MR. ZABEL: Through my oversight, your Honor,

d
d 9 and I apologize to the Board for that.
z,

h 10 On the 15th of April the company did announce

$
$ 11 an extension of the schedule of approximately one year
a
p 12 fuel loading, as I recall, in January of 1984 and commercia]

(]) 13 operation in August of 1984 That was done in connection,

h 14 I believe, with the annual meeting and the i.itial hearing.

$
2 15 in an Illinois Commerce Commission rate proceeding, and
a
j 16 it was simply my oversight in this case in not submitting
w

d 17 that announcement to this Board for which I apologize.
W
$ 18 Cl! AIRMAN CLARK: Will you do so?
-

E
19 MR. ZABEL: We certainly shall. We will serve

k
20 on all parties.

21 CII AIRMAN CLARK: Did the announcement make any

() 22 reference to the reasons for the delay?

! 23 ' MR. ZABEL: Yes, your Honor. It gave in fact

(]) 24 two factors primarily responsible for the extension, and

25 I can read those from the announcement.

|
|

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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i One was recent industry analysis of potential

() water hammer problems, which required redesign of the2
I

3 control rod drive system, and the second was the impact

() of a recent stop-work order imposed in January of this4

e 5 year on safety related electrical work at the construction

b
d 6 site.
e

7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I see. Well, then, that will

%
] 8 be included in your formal notification to the Board.

O
d 9 MR. ZABEL: Yes, your Honor.
*

7.

h 10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you.

E
: In view of the new target dates for ccepletion,11g
3

the date of the hearing will be postponed until a timeg 12

() 13 nearer completion of the plant. There are so many things

| 14 which will change in a year's time. Regulations, as you

$
2 15 know, are constantly undergoing changes. The information

M

j 16 that the applicant will be supplying the staff will be
.

w

6 17 undergoing changes as they proceed with their construction

$
$ 18 program. This means that in turn the Staff assessment
-

19 of the adequacy of the steps taken by the applicant will
k

20 change, and to hold a hearing, as we had thought to do a

21 few months from now, we wouldn't be able to take into

22 consideration these matters that should be before us when(}
23 we have the hearing.

|

24 We will discuss scheduling a little later, but
{])

25 I just wanted to make that point.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 Mr. Goddard, either you or Mr. Gutierrez or

O
V 2 Mr. Williams, or all three of you, I would like to ask you

3 a couple of questions.

O 4 Do you now have a target date for the SSER?

e 5 MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir. The proposed date for
h

'

@ 6 the re ease of the supplemental safety evaluation report
R
$ 7 will be June 30, 1982.
A
j 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: June 30, 1982. And for the
d
ci 9 FES?
i

h 10 MR. GODDARD: The FES was scheduled to be
$
$ 11 released April 13th, 1982. That date has slipped because
is

f I2 of a need to resubmit certain material to Argonne National

O ! '3 nahoratory.
a:

| 14 Based upon the projection date of Argonne's
$

15 response to the NRC Staff it is anticipated that the FES

g 16 will be distributed between the middle and end of May,
es

li 17 1982.

{ 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Will these documents when

E
19 available address the subject matter -- and leaving aside

20 the question of form -- of the concerns embodied in Prairie
,

21 Alliance's proposed contentions and the State of Illinois'

22] proposed issues?

23 MR. GODDARD: If I may have a minute --

24 (Brief pause.)

! 25 MR. GODDARD: The documents will certainly

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I address some of the proposed contentions. There are others

() 2 which clearly will not be discussed therein and I think

3 we would have to go down them on an individual basis in

() 4 order to answer that.

e 5 For instance, items such as GE's withdrawal from
b

@ 6 the market is a matter which, although proposed as a
R
& 7 contention by the Alliance, certainly would not be discussed
s
[ 8 in any of the staff documents.
d
d 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Suppose we go down the content-
*/

h 10 ions, if you will.
E

h 11 MR. GODDARD: Contention 1 was discussed in the
k

j 12 draft environmental statement, in Section 5, specifically

() 13 Pages 5-41 through 5-45.
m .

! 14 I'm referring now to the proposed supplemental
$
2 15 contention 1 dealing with beyond basis accidents.

j 16 The Staff proposed the admission of that content-
w

6 17 ion, but it has been discussed in the DES and will be in
a
M 18 the FES.
-

k
19 JUDGE PARIS: You started to give page numbersg

n

20 and didn't finish. Do you want to do that?

21 MR. GODDARD: 5-41 through 5-45, sir.

22 JUDGE PARIS: Thank you. |{])
r 23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I believe those pages were cited

i 24{) in your pleading.

25 MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir, they were.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Before you go on, do you feel

2 there will be new material which will throw new light on

3 this contention?

() 4 MR. GODDARD: Not on that contention, no.

o 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right, proceed.
h

h 6 MR. GODDARD: Contentions 2 and 3 I feel are alreadg
R
& 7 before the Board based upon the recent issues of the
s
j 8 Commission.
O
q 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right.
z

h 10 MR. GODDARD: I think I have already indicated
$
$ 11 the Staff's position on proposed Contention 4. The GE
3

y 12 possible withdrawal from the nuclear hardware market.
5

(]) 13 CHAIRMAN CLARK: How about 5?

| 14 MR. GODDARD: Contention 5 deals with systems
$

15 interaction, deals with a task generic item, which is

g' 16 discussed in the safety evaluation report already in the
w

d 17 hands of the Board and parties.
E

{ 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Do you feel that that will not be

E
19 added to in the supplemental --

20 MR. GODDARD: There will be no supplementing

21 of that discussion.

(])
' 22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: In other words, you feel that's
!

23 adequate?

24 MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir, we do.(])
25 At this point in time we feel that is adequate.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 Should new material be developed by the group within NRC

() that is working with the generic item A-17, a supplement2

3 would possibly be issued dealing with changes which would

() 4 reference that tem.

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right. |

h
8 6 MR. GODDARD: The next proposed contention is
e

7 proposed supplement Contention No. 6 dealing with the

8 question of hydrogen control.

O
d 9 There is an NRC regulation in place that deals
i i

h 10 with hydrogen control as it applies to the MARK III
Ej 11 containment.
B

g 12 The Commission has a proposed final rule out4

5.

, (]), 13 circulating for comment at this time which would deal with

| 14 the MARK III. There is a final rule on hydrogen control
$

; 2 15 already enacted which superseded original regulation, I
I $

j 16 believe it was 50.44 as it dealt with the MARK I and MARK II
W

6 17 containments.
$
$ 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Will this proposed rule, if it
-

k
19 becomes final, add additional requirements over the current,

R

20 rule?

21 MR. GODDARD: I think it is impossible for me to

i {} 22 answer that inasmuch as this is not a final rule and it is

23 out for comment at this time.

24 I could only state that the applicant will be{)
25 required to comply with the final rule in such form as it

:

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 may take, just as they are presently required to comply

2 with the former 50.44, which is applicable to MARK III

3 containment.

f.w 4 Cl! AIRMAN CLARK: I see. Well, of course, we.

5g realize the proposed rule may never go into effect, but

6 do you feel that the proposed rule and this is perhaps--

$
S 7 an unfair question, but I'm just trying to get a feel for it --

3
$ 0 do you feel or does Mr. Williams feel the proposed rule
d

9
. requires safeguards in excess of what the present rule

10 requires?
a
:::

$ II MR. GODDARD: I'll let Mr. Williams speak directly
is

to that.

O | '3
'

MR. WILLIAMS: The grogesed ru1e requires that

@ 14 containment systems for the MARK III be designed to
$

15 accommodate 75 percent hydrogen generation from fuel clad

ij 16 reactions. That's in excess of current rules,
as

h
I7 CIIAIRMAN CLARK: That's in excess of the current

IO rules,

e
g MR. WILLIAMS: Right. The SER for Clinton

20 considers 75 percent hydrogen reaction containment strength,

21 so that factor has already been censidered in the safety

O ,,,1 ,,1,, ,,, c11,,,,.22

23 There are a lot of other hydrogen control wishes

24 that are still under review and criteria are being developed ,

25 so it is more than just, you know, it's more than just

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 the 75 percent ultimate strength.

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, if the new rule goes

3 into effect, then applicants will be required to do things

O 4 which eher had not iniela117 p1anned to ao.

e 5 MR. WILLIAMS: I really couldn't say that they
U

$ 6 would be or they would not be. I can't answer that.

/ MR. GODDARD: I think, Judge Clark, that they
A

$ 8 might be required to comply with higher standards. Whether
O
o; 9 the plant as designed and constructed already meets those
$
g 10 standards is a matter that would require Staff review and
$
$ 11 analysis.
is

g 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I see. Well, what I was really

O | i3 trvins to ev 1==t- - to wa ta r ooat atioa oa a aroseav

| 14 control might better be addressed after the SSER and the
b
2 15 FES are available,
s
'

. 16 MR. GODDARD: Speaking in the abstract thatj
us

d 17 might be the case, Judge Clark.
$

{ 18 In response to this' particular contention, I

E
19 think it was an attempt by the intervenors to perfect a

R

20 previously drafted contention which was denied by the

21- licensing board last year, and accordingly we would oppose

Q 22 this specific contention.

23 There is also no showing that this hydrogen

24 control contention was in any way based upon the safety

25 evaluation report, which I recall to be the parameters on

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I which the licensing board in this proceeding authorized
O
V 2 additional contentions by the intervenor Prairie Alliance.

3 As to whether or not a specific and properly

O 4 drawn contention based soie1y upon new materia 1 which ;

e 5 might be released in a rupplemental safety evaluation
5

| 6 report would be appropriately admitted, I think we would
R
$ 7 have to await the submission of any such contention f
3
$ 8 which proposed to meet those standards,
cJ
d 9
z, CHAIRMAN CLARK: How about No. 7?

10 MR. GODDARD: No. 7 dealing with psychological

$ 11 stress has been withdrawn by the intervenor Prairie Alliance
is

.f
12 based upon discussions in conference call.

O|is :CHAIRMAN CLARK: A11 riehe, how eboue No. 82

| 14 MR. GODDARD: Contention 8, socio-economic effects ,

$
15 was discussed in the draft environmental statement and

'

- 16 will be discussed in the final environmental statement.d
as

17 However, that does not change the NRC's Staff
e
k 18 position with regard to admission of this contention, which

h
19g was set forth in the Staff's response to the proposed

n

20 supplemental contentions.

2I CHAIRMAN CLARK: I believe Judge Paris has

O 22 some guestio,s he wou1e 11xe to ,sx about ,,

23 JUDGE PARIS: I would like to direct my attentions

24 to Mr. Kodner.

25 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Tc who?-

ALDERSON HEPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 JUDGE PARIS: To Prairie Alliance.

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right.
,

3 JUDGE PARIS: Do you want me to proceed now?

4 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes.

o 5 JUDGE PARIS: It is not clear to me exactly what
E

| 6 you are contending under 3-A and B, and I wonder if you
R
8 7 could explain what you are driving at there.
;

] 8 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, 8-A basically refers
d
o; 9 to how the community, which has always attached such
z

h 10 importance to the ownership of land, can respond to the
$
$ 11 sudden withdrawal of this land in DeWitt County, and what
a

| 12 that means to the people living there.
_

() 13 As worded, the contention reads: "The impact

m
g 14 of applicant's ownership of over 15,000 acres of land in
$

15 DeWitt County, a rural county in which land ownership has

y 16 significant meaning in community social structure and
w

d 17 personal values."
s
M 18 Where the contentions goes is towards the
_

&
g changes, the historical -- the changes in the historical19
n

20 way that that community has had self-reliance and has

21 not had to really react to sudden influx of a large owner

(]) 22 and possible services and facilities that Illinois Power

23 will be providing. I think a community can easily get

! (]) dependent upon something which could create problems whan24

[

! 25 the new land owner withdraws from its activities, and that's

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY INC.
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1 what A goes toward, and B as well.

2 JUDGE PARIS: Then the focus of A and B -- can

3 you hear me all right? I don't think I have my mike on.

4 MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.

e 5 JUDGE PARIS: All right. The focus of A and B
E

h 6 is on the withdrawal of Illinois Power from the county,
R
$ 7 after the license terminated.
;

$ 8 MR. KODNER: Well, that's really what B goes
d
0; 9 toward. With A, the example that we cite is the increasing

a
g 10 dependency of the community for funding community services
$
$ 11 without proper development of community participation in
3

j 12 the funding. That doesn't really go towards what will

O 13 happen down the road when the utility withdraws.

| 14 JUDGE PARIS: Can you give me an example of
$

15 what you mean by that statement?

y 16 MR. KODNER: Well, if the applicant is funding
<A

17 something like Clinton Lake, a very significant recreational

18 facility, and the community has not participated in these
P

{ 19 activities, we think that there could be a significant
n

20 dependence of the community upon Illinois Power and the

21 community could possibly lose some of its self-determinatior.

Q and self-reliance that it has always had. This is going --22

23 JUDGE PARIS: So if Illinois Power is maintaining

24 Clinton Lake as a recreational facility and suddenly with-

25 draws, the county is going to be saddled with it, and that
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j will be a problem, is that --

() 2 MR. KODNER: One example,
i

3 JUDGE PARIS: Has Illinois Power committed itself

() 4 to maintain Clinton Lake as a recreational facility?

5 MR. KODNER: I believe so. I believe so, sir,
e

h

h 6 JUDGE PARIS: Where did you get the figures under- -

7 let's go on to C. Where did you get the figures of

%

{ 8 500,000 visitors per year and 20,000 visitors per weekend

d
d 9 during the peak period?
i

h 10 MR. KODNER: May I consult for a second?

t
JUDGE PARIS: Okay.g 11

E
d 12 (Brief pause.)
3

13 MR. KODNER: The number of Prairie Alliance
(])

E 14 who formulated this and submitted it to me for repackaging,
w
$
2 15 if you will, in this particular context is Allen Samelson,
5
j 16 who is not here today. Presumably he drew these figures
e

d 17 from the FSAR, although I can't vouch for that.

$
$ 18 JUDGE PARIS: Okay. With regard to D, you talk
-

E
19 about loss of timberland and forest land, which would

R

20 result in loss of hunting days and loss of stream fishing
.

21 and so on.

22 Aren't these things that have already been lost?'

23 Weren't they lost in the course of construction, and

24 is this anything that we can effect by any decision in

25 this proceeding?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 MR. KODNER: I think the changes may be continu-

2 ally evolving as the community grows more accustomed to

3 what has transpired.

( 4 Admittedly, the lake is in place now and the

e 5 timberland and the stream has been rerouted or irrevocably
b

$ 6 altered. We feel that these changes still should be
R
{ 7 considered, though, because it is a change in the way
;
8 8 the community has always been and I imagine always wanted
a
d 9 to be. There was vehement opposition to the takeover of
1:

h 10 the land in the mid '70's and we feel the community still

$
j 11 isn't too happy about this.
E

{ 12 JUDGE PARIS: Do you know if that was challenged?

() 13 Was that a contention in the construction permit proceed-

| 14 ing, do you know?
$
2 15 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, I was not involved in
Y

j 16 those proceedings so I cannot say.
w

d I'7 JUDGE PARIS: Anybody else?
$
$ 18 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor --
.

k l

19 JUDGE PARIS: Yes.g
t n

20 MR. ZABEL: -- though as Judge Clark indicated

21 I may be one of the two new men on the block, I did
,

(]) 22 represent the company in the litigation on the construction

23 permit. In fact, that was a major contention during tnat

24 litigation on the withdrawal of the land, on the use of{},

'

25 the land. The prior and prospective use of the land were

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I all significant issues in the litigation of the construction;

'

2 permit.

|

3 JUDGE PARIS: Okay. Thank you.

4 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, we would submit that !

t

e 5 even where an issue has been litigated at the construction >

3 . :

| 6 permit stage, unless there are specific changes in the
'

R
8 7 NRC regulations, that should not preclude something from
M

| 8 being considered again under an environmental impact ;

d
o; 9 analysis, wherever there is a major federal action such ,

'

$
g 10 as the licensing here, f

$ I
'

@ 11 JUDGE PARIS: We can't relitigate something that
E

y 12 was litigated and cited in the construction permit proceed- |

(]) 13 ing unless there has been some change of circumstance that ;

@ 14 would affect it.
$

{ 15 I think the other points of your contention are
m
'

16 clear to me. G more or less ties in with A and B, does |.j
w

6 17 it not?
$ f

M 18 MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.

. 19 JUDGE PARIS: Okay. I think that's all I have.

20 Thank you, Mr. Kodner.

r14 21
;

([) 22

23 ,

24
(2)

25 !
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hKodnor I CHAIRMAN CLARK: Do you have any questions on

2 this one, George?

3 JUDGE FERGUSON: Yes, just a point to help

/~)U 4 clarify in my mind, Mr. Kodner.

5 We are back to dependency of the community on

0 the Power Company. Are you contending that the community

7 will in fact become dependent upon the Power Company or
M

| 8 are you speculating that they will? Do you intend to
d
d 9 offer evidence that will support your statement of this

10 dependence?
i5
z
% II MR. KODNER: Your Honor, if this contention is
is

f I2 admitted, as with any other contention, we do intend to

13o produce evidence or through cross examination we do intend-

| 14 to prove up these particular contentions.
$

15 We feel that the population of Clinton has

ij 16 significantly expanded. The resources in that community
as

h
I7 has been strained. From Prairie Alliance members who have

a

h 18 gone out to the community and done some canvassing, they
E U
g feel there is significant increases in crime and the

20 educational system has been stretched, many think to the

II breaking point. It is an ongoing process which if a

O c,,,,,1,y exp,,,, 1,, ,e,,1c,, ,, ,cc,,,,,,,, ohes,22

23 construction workers, and when the facility is completed,

D 24y) these construction workers are gone, some of the operations

25 and some of the social structures which have been either
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1 expanded or put into place will suddenly still be there
*f

'

2 when the population significantly drops again or the'

,

3 community may be left holding the bag.

i 4 I can't say that this is mere speculation, but

e 5 this will have to be investigated further through addi-
5

| 6 tional canvassing. But I'm sure we would have no trouble,

R
$, 7 producing testimony of area residents after some of these
2
| 8 changes.
U
C 9 JUDGE FERGUSON: What I think we are trying to

,

E
$ 10 do, Mr. Kodner, is determine whether or not at this point
!

$ 11 in time there is a sufficient basis for the Board to make*

is

f 12 a decision as to whether or not the thing that you are

O | is now contending in fact is e re 1 issue, end de 1 under-

@ 14 stand you at this time to say that you believe that you
$
g 15 have sufficient evidence and a basis that will support
a:

j 16 this contention, if admitted?
us

h
I7 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, we feel there is a

18 basis to this contention and if the contention is admitted,

E
19 we will go forward with evidence.

20 We will have a lot of this contention and--

21 its various subparts are based upon the canvassing efforts

O 22 o, ,r,1,1e A111,nce within the c11nton community within

23 the past year and a half.

24 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You realize, of course, that

25 this Board is not considering whether or not the license
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I to construct should be withdrawn, and we are only concerned

( 2 with operation. Now, you talk about the construction

3 workers coming in and making a burden on the community

O 4 and when the construction is over they leave. That's partss

5 of the construction, and they have a license for that.

| 6 We can't rule on that phase. We only can rule on what
R
& 7 is the effect of operations.
3
8 8 So the argument on the construction workers just
d
q 9 isn't pertinent to matters before this Board. I point
z

10 this out to you because so frequently you get enthused
:
$ II over what you're doing and you lose sight of the scope of
k

f I2 the matters to be considered by this Board, and I want to
o

{} f 13 spend some time going over these contentions also with
m
g 14 the thought that we may clarify your approach to them.
$

$
15 Mr. Kodner, with regard to Contention 2 and 3,

m

j 16 you are aware that under the regulations as amended this
M

I7 Board cannot consider those contentions. You say so in
m

b 18 your brief, is that correct?
e I9g MR. KODNER: Your Honor, we acknowledge that the
n

20 Commission has changed its rules, which will effectively

21 preclude this Board from considering these issues. How-

22 we would like to go on record as stating our(]) ever,

23 objection to these changes because alternative energy
,

24 sources, the financial capabilities of the utility, need(];
25 for the facility, these are all very important issues
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1 which should have been, used to be considered at operating

/'\
(_) 2 license stages, but the NRC in its desire to streamline

3 the process apparently has decided if these issues have

() 4 been addressed five or six years before in the construction |

= 5 permit.1 stage, there is no reason to bring.them up again,
h

| 6 and we understand the position that the Board is in, but
R
& 7 we would like to go on record as objecting to this recent

{ 8 rule change.
O
c 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, you recognize, of course,

,

z

10 that this Board can't change the rules. We are bound by

=
$ II the rules.
k

j 12 MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.
5

() 13 CHAIRMAN CLARK: So an attack on the rule can

| 14 be no part on this proceeding.
m
g 15 MR. KODNER: We understand that, sir. We just
e

j 16 wanted to go on record as objecting to the recent rule
w

g 17 change.
U
$ 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Very well.

e
19 Mr. Goddard, I would like to come back to you

| 20 for a moment.

21 A number of these contentions are not going to.

22 be affected, as you have pointed out, by the SSER and the(])
! 23 FES. Those contentions which might be affected because of

(]) new information which will be consiuered in your documents, |24

| 25 I have been giving some thought as to whether or not it

I
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1 is really profitable to proceed with those at this time.

(- 2 The Board will, when the SSER and the FES is
.

3 available, give the intervenors a chance to propose
,

f'is/ 4 additional contentions based on those documents. That is

'

e 5 the usual practice.
5

h 6 To the extent that some of these contentions
R
b 7 are based on preliminary data, so to speak, it seems rather
A

$ 8 ridiculous to me that those contentions should be pursued
d
c; 9 at this time, and to the extent that you will have addi-
z

10 tional information available which may answer some of ;

E
$ II their questions, it would be better for those contentions t

*
j 12 to be postponed until they have those documents before them.
5

() 5 13 I would like to get your reaction to that.
m

| 14 ..MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, my reaction is
$

h
15 entirely contrary to the statement you have made for the

m

j 16 following reasons.
w

h
I7 Page 2 of the staff's filing has set out four

x

y 18 positions taken by the staff with regard to each of those
E

19 contentions. ,

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right.

2I MR. GODDARD: Which we feel are adequate to

22() result in the dismissal of each of those contentions as

23 they stand at this point in time.

24 While the subject matter of certain of those(])
25 contentions may -- and I'm only speculating -- may be
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I considered in subsequent documents to be filed by the

2 staff, and considering that the staff would not necessarilys

gopose a contention properly phrased, based upon specific3

O 4 information provided in these documents, such centen_new

5 tions would be admissible.

6 This in no way should operate to breathe any
R
$ 7 validity in to the supplemental proposed contentions
A

] 8 provided by Mr. Kodner on behalf of his client,
e.$

9 In the opinion of the staff Prairie Alliance

10 has improperly used this opportunity to file additional
ii!
E II contentions based upon the SER as a chance to rejuvenate
is

y 12 contentions which were thrown out by this Licensing Board
~

c

Oi' more than one veer eso. .

E 14w Mr. Kodner speaking to contentions, proposed
$

h
15 supplemental Contention 8, referred to it as being based

u
16ii upon material collected by Allen'Samelson who filed the

as

N II original contentions in this proceeding, and I believew
u

I0 the phrase used by Mr. Kodner was either to -- as Mr.
E
g Gutierrez has reminded me, the word was " repackage an

20 original contention."

I MR. KODNER: That's not what I said, your Honor.

That's not the context in which it was made. |

23 MR. GODDARD: I don't wish to engage in argument

24'

with Mr. Kodner. It's certainly on the transcript ofQ
$ this proceeding as to what he did say in reference to

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I that contention.

2 The staff would also point out that the canvassing

3 by the Prairie Alliance which was referred to as a possible

O 4 basis for progesed sugg1ementa1 contention e has been con-

5j tinuing for a year and a half. This certainly does not

6 derive from information in the SER or in the draft environ-
n

7 mental statement which may have been provided by the Licensing
n

k 0 Board as the basis and the sole basis for filing additional
d
d 9 contentions at this time.j

To the extent that these contentions derive from
= '

fII anything but the staff documents which have recently been

I served on all parties, these contentions should be denied,

13 and there is no reason to retain any of them with a

E 14w speculation as to what may be contained in future docu-
$

h ments released by the NRC staff,
a:

Thank you.

MR. KODNER: If I may respond to that briefly,
a:

M 18
your Honor.

E

g CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes, you may.

20 MR. KODNER: When I spoke of repackaging items

21 provided to me by Allen cSantelson, I did not state that

22O ,,,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,1,1,,1 c,,,,,,1,,, ,,,, 1 ,,, ,,p,c,,,1,,,

23 referring to work product put together by Mr. Samelson

'O eaa reriaea av me within the een aeve erior to ritias
25 of this document, and I'm not referring to the original

!

|
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1 contention as Mr. Goddard stated.

I'D |

L/ 2 Our submission of Contention No. 8 there, proposed

3 supplemental Contention No. 8, is based not only upon
,,

f) 4 canvassing efforts by' Prairie. Alliance, but also by whatu

5 we felt to be the inadequate treatment of this issue in

h 6 the DES, and that was upon which we predicated submitting
R
& 7 that contention.
M

$ 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, it was my impression that
d
c; 9 you had in mind that you felt the DES had not adequately
z

h 10 disposed of the matter.
E

$ II MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.
k

f 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That was the reasonEthat I

(]) 13 thought that if the FES was going to be an enlargement of

h 14 what you said in the DES, maybe it, you might want to
$
g 15 respond to it from that point of view, but if you feel
u

j 16 that the DES is adequate, then you are at issue. I don't
M
^

b 17 see the need to wait for the FES to dispose of this con-
e

{ 18 tention one way or the other, and I think that's your

E
19 position.

20 MR. GODDARD: Yes, Judge Clark. The staff does

21 not intend to enlarge on the discussion of socio-economic

22 effect contained in the DES at such time as it publishes(])
23 the FES. However, each of these contentions either

24 derive s f rom or was if it was not based upon, it
(')T

' --

m

25 certainly could have been prepared based upon earlier
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I material in this case.

2 The Prairie Alliance has had a voluminous filing

3 of contentions on three separate occasions in this case

Osd 4 and the fact that they have recently retained Mr. Kodner

5 as counsel to represent them should not be used as anj
b 0 opportunity to bring in contentions of which the basic
3
b 7 subject matter has been presented to this Licensing Board
M

$ 8 in the imperfect form on one or in some cases two prior !

d
9 occasions. I refer to the pleadings filed by the Prairie

10 Alliance, I believe, in January and March of 1981.
E

I
{ CHAIRMAN CLARK: I get your point. I just wanted

g 12 to make sure whether you were going to have an enlargement

() 13 on this subject in the FES.

I4 '

MR. KODNER: No, we are not.
u

bI CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right. Tnank you very much.
-

'5 g 16
m

6 17

:
M 18
_

E
19

k
20

21

22()
23

()
25
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cuch 1 MR. ZABEL: Judge Clark.

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes, sir.

3 MR. ZABEL: If I may, I don't mean to anticipate

4 your ruling, your Honor, but to the extent that the

5 intervenors would have an opportunity upon the final

| 6 issuance of those documents by the Staff, it seems to me
R
& 7 that the supplemental contentions can be addressed now.
M

] 8 Three of them are already gone because --

O
q 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's right.
$
$ 10 MR. ZABEL: Two because of the change in rules,
E

$ II one because the intervenors have withdrawn it.
*

I 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right.

(]) 13 MR. ZABEL: The others we have basically stated

| 14 our positions, I think, in our pleadings.
$

15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right.

j 16 MR. ZABEL: I would like to make a brief statament
w

I7 on No. 8, the socio-economic effects,
m
M 18 Possibly my familiarity, having litigated much
e

19g of this at the construction permit stage, but it seems to
n

20 me in examination not of the current DES, but of the

2I FES at the construction permit stage, quite adequately

(]) 22 addressed 8-A, was litigated in that proceeding and I think;

23 , is res judicata in this proceeding.

24 It has been decided. It is too late, I think,(])
25 as Judge Paris may have indicated, to do anything. That
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1I land has been purchased for some years by Illinois Power,
() 2

is currently owned by Illinois Power.

3 on 8-B, I have a little difficulty comprehending

() 4
it, quite frankly. I don't think a company such as

j Illinois Power and its co-applicants can simply abandon
N 6
; 15,000 acres of land 20 miles from their corporate head-
E
"
; quarters. Admittedly, the plant will be decommissioned at
N

8 8
some date, but the factual premise for B I simply can'ta

d
d 9
g comprehend. It would be impossible to walk away from that
O 10
g land. They would still have to pay taxes on it, as they
-

$ II
are now. They would still have to deal with that land

k

g 12
in some fashion.

5

() 13
So I'm just at a loss to even know what B means.

5 14E C, we don't know what the basis of those numbers are,
$

I
but again referring to the construction permit FES, that

5 16
was extensively analyzed at that time. The recreationale

hI use has already gone into effect, much more readily,
e
M 18

much more quickly than the power plant is, is being.

19
8 used now, and was analyzed at the construction phase.n

0
D, I think if the FES at the construction permit

stage were examined by the intervenors, they would find

() is factually wrong. A major issue in that proceeding was

23
change in type of recreation, which is true, you change

#
(]) a stream to a stillwater body. That has occurred. That's

| done.
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1 The change in use of land, however, is that in

() 2 fact most of that land was not opened to the public when
i

3 it was in private hands. While it was available for

() 4 stream fishing in some general sense, it was entirely

e 5 posted or nearly entirely posted. So there was very

h I

5 6 little stream fishing on it, in fact. That was in the |
^
e.

& 7 FES in the construction permit phase. ,

'
%
| 8 Now, much of that land I believe it is in the

d
o; 9 record, it is certainly in the prior record, some 10,000 j
z

h 10 acres of the site has been leased to the Department of
3

'$
11 Conservation, State of Illinois. Much of it is now open_

,

s t

j 12 to the public use, which was not true previously. |
~

o

(]) $ 13 The factual premise of D is simply wrong. ,

.

m

E 14 E, again an issue of major concern, particularly
,

$ '

2 15 as to construction workers, by the way, at the construction
"M

,

16 permit phase. They won't be there when the operating i'

j.
w ;

6 17 license that is in issue in this proceeding goes into

5
$ 18 effect. The construction workers will be gone. The !

_

E
g plant staff is significantly smaller in number than the19
";

I

20 crew that builds the plant.
|

21 JUDGE PARIS: E seems to address recreational
|

22 tourism and not construction workers, doesn't it?
{])

23 MR. ZABEL: I'm sorry, you're right, Judge f

24 Paris, I apologize. Again, though, these issues were
[)

i 25 all considered at the construction permit stage for the |
\

| |
,
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1 very fact that they would be implemented before the

) 2 operating license was ever issued, are now in place.
t

3 For that matter, recreational use is already

() 4 occurring on Clinton Lake. The Department of Conservation [
;

5 is administering a significant portion of the land.

| 6 The marina has been built. It's being operated by a
R
& 7 contractor. I do not know specifically the numbers that

,

M

$ 8 may be in the DES or the FSAR as to either actual use '

d
q 9 that's been measured thus far or use that's estimated, i
z
o
g 10 but there was a good deal of that in the construction i
z
= ;

$ 11 permit phase,
k

g 12 8-F, I frankly believe is beyond the jurisdiction
a '

13(]) of this Board or the applicants or the staff #or the
.

| 14 intervenors to do anything about. Kssuming there is any (
$ '

g 15 factual basis for F. I do not know whether the
m

y 16 Department of Conservation reallocated funds, took funds
e

h
17 away f rom Weldon Springs State Park , which seems to be'

x e

{ 18 implied there. I
h

19 I woula note one of the issues of the constructiong

20 permit stage was the Department of Conservation indicated

2I it would the Clinton Recreational Facility would reduce--

22 an over-burden on Welden Springs State Park, which is ag)
23 rather small state park, i

24 G, I agree with your Honor, seems to be tied to

25 B. I still have difficulty understanding what it means.
i

i
l
'
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I H deals with community services presumably in

'2 the operating stage. It is -- the hundred more people
i

3 may or may not be an accurate number for the operating

(]) 4 . plant crew. I think it's a little small probably. That

5j too was analyzed in' connection with,the construction permit

8 6 t

i on the impact of this change in use, change in nature of
N

R 7
; the area of Clinton, and was litigated both as to the
n

j 8 construction workers, in fact, and to tne long term effects ,

d
of having that plant there. ;o 9

j
O 10
j I find nothing new in 8. I find a good deal

.

|
'5

| of facts alleged in 8 that are simply erroneous and a !

d 12
'

E reading of the construction permit FES would show it was
o

() ' '

erroneous.

E 14w MR. KODNER: May I briefly respond to that, your i
$ :

g 15 Honor. (
= ,

E 0 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes,
d i

h
II MR. KODNER: To the extent where Mr. Zabel

E
$ IO asserts factual discrepancies and errors in this contention, ;

k
8 I would submit that that's not appropriate for consider- ;

n

0 ation at this point, rather, that it's disagreement of

I fact, which really doesn't go towards the admissibility

(} of the contention.

23 One possible difference between the recreational

[]) facility as it now stands and as it will stand once the !

25 plant is operating is that the water temperature will be

|
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1 raised significantly, which could have very major effects,

(]) 2 especially if we find large concentrations of algae and

3 possible dieoffs of fish which are not equipped to handle

(]) 4 the warmer water temperature.

= 5 I don't have the exact numbers, but it's my under-

Ej' 6 standing that applicant has recently re-evaluated and

%
g 7 reassessed the water temperature of the effluent upward

%
$ 8 by about 10 degrees.

O
d 9 JUDGE PARIS: That doesn't seem relevant to this
M

h 10 contention, Mr. Kodner.
E
5 11 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor, just to not leave the
M

g 12 record confused, I agree I was stating allegations of fact--

13 I am afraid Contention 8 is replete with those -- which{}
| 14 even a simple reading of the FES would have shown is
$
2 15 wrong, simply factually wrong. I don't want to litigate

$
g 16 those facts now. I think it is inappropriate at this
e
g 17 stage. But I think there is an obligation on my part,

5
M 18 as well as on the part of the person advancing this, to
-

E
19 have looked at the record in this proceeding, which

g
n

20 includes the construction permit stage, and found those
j

.

21 facts.

22 So far as the temperature issue, it is irrelevant

t
'

23 here. I have litigated that, by the way, for this plant,

!
24 three times in two different forums and am rather familiar

25 with how those temperature standards evolved, and the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 major evolution, because we are now talking about one

O 2 g1 ant which is ha1f the heet ingue of two units, and thae was

3 the major difference, and the reason for the last case

O 4 tavolvias ener=^i =e aa ra -

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Mr. Zabel, I think the principal

E

h 6 statement you made, which is of great interest to the

7 Board, is the FES in the construction phase. I think we

A
j 8 will have to go and look at that for ourselves.

d
d 9 We had not done so and I don't believe in your brief you-

$
$ 10 called our attention to that.

$
j 11 MR. ZABEL: We did not, your Honor. I think
is

j 12 we referenced the construction permit stage, but not

13 specific portions of the prior litigation including theQ
@ 14 FES.

$
2 15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: We'll take a ten minute recess.
$

] 16 (Recess taken.).

us

i 17

:
$ 18

E
19g

n

20
| .

21

22

23

'

O
25

|
|
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rococo) 1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Back on the record.

f}V 2 Mr. Goddard.

3 MR. GODDARD: Yes, Judge Clark, I would point out

O(y 4 for those persons that are not already aware of it, that

g 5 the final environmental statement for the construction
N

| 6 permit phase is included as an appendix to the draft

%
$ 7 environmental statement for the operating license stage,

a
| 8 which has been served on all parties and the Board.

O
d 9 I know the Licensing Board naturally is aware
i

h 10 of this, but there may be persons who have copies of the
3
5 11 DES for the OL that are not aware that the document to
$
j 12 which Mr. Zabel referred is contained as an appendix
_

S

('~'-) 13 therein.g
' m

| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I appreciate that very much,

$
2 15 Mr. Zabel.
E

g 16 MR. ZABEL: Yes, sir.
W

@ 17 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I wonder if yod would be willing

5
supplemental pleading in which you will discuss5 18 to file a

-

h
19 in ntore detail the application of the construction FES to

g
n

20 this contention.

21 MR. ZABEL: Surely, your Honor. I don't think

(3 22 that would be a problem.
%)

23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You say you overlooked it

24 before. We think this is a very important point because
g-))u

25 if it was actually litigated in the construction phase,
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I we think that disposes of it. But we would like to --

() 2 MR. ZABEL: We will go back through that proceed-

3 ing, including the FES, your Honor, and file a supplement

() 4 to our brief.

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: We appreciate that.
h

| 6 Would you like to have a chance to respond to
R
& 7 that pleading?
A
g 8 MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.
d
o 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Very well. Would ten days be
Z,

10 enough?
E

$ 11 MR. KODNER: Yes, sir.
B

I 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right.
5

({} 13 MR. ZABEL: When would you like ours, your Honor?

@ 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, as soon as convenient.
b

| 15 We will hold up ruling on these contentions until we get
x

j 16 that.
e

d 17 Do you wish to also have a chance to file, Mr.
$

h 18 Goddard?

e I9g MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, based upon the
n

j 20 position that the Staff has taken in its brief referencihg'

2I proposed supplemental Contention 8 and the statements made

22 on the record by Mr. Zabel, in the interest of an expedient'{}
23 decision on this, the Staff is quite confident that it has

24 said all it wishes to say on this contention. It does not

25 wish to respond.
I

!

1

|
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I CHAIRMAN CLARK: So you do not wish to answer

"

2 that?

3 MR. GODDARD: We do not wish to write anything

4 in response to either Mr. Zabel or Mr. Kodner's subsequent

5j filings.
n

| 6 CHAIRMAN CLARK: How about counsel for the State
9

h7 of Illinois, do you wish to respond?
a

$ 8 MR. WILLMAN: No, your Honor.
d

9
. CHAIRMAN CLARK: Very well, thank you.

10 Then the program will be that Mr. Zabel will
=
$ II file his analysis of the FSER and the -- on the construc-
is

f I2 tion phase, Mr. Kodner will have ten days I would hope--

13 you could do it in a week or so.

| 14 MR. ZABEL: I don't think it would take much
$

15 longer than that, your Honor. I have not looked at that

j 16 entire record in some time, but I am familiar with it.
us

I CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, fine. Thank you,
a:

{ 18 I would like now to look at the statements of
E

g issues by the State of Illinois, and they only have two,

20 one and two.

I The first issue is related to the adequacy of

O ,,, ,,p11,,,,,, ,,,11,y ,,,,,,,c, ,,, ,,,11,y ,,,,,,122
.

3 programs, and I think I can assure you th a_t the Staff

l O 1, ,,,y ,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1, ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, z x,,, ,,,24

Board is, and I'm sure the Commission as a whole is,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 because without adequate programs for quality control and

(ls/ 2 quality assurance we just don't get anywhere. That's all.

3 The thing that bothers us, however, about this

() 4 statement is that it lacks the specificity required by

e 5 10 CFR 2.714(b). It raises questions in my mind along
5

| 6 this line: Whatcare the problems that you are talking
R
& 7 about? Were they solved? Where did the solution not
M

] 8 correct the situation? In other woras, what specific
d
q 9 uncorrected construction errors endanger the public
z

h 10 health and safety?
E
=
y II You see, this Board is not required or expected
k

f I2 to redo the work of the Staff, and having contentions before ;

r- 3
(_) 5 13 it it must be sufficiently specific so that the Applicant

x

| 14 knows how to meet the issue and the Board can decide that
$
g 15 narrow issue. We j ust can ' t go and do everything the
x

j 16 Staff has done.
w

h
I7 So that when you say that there are problems,

x

{ 18 well, maybe there are, but what usually happens is that
E I9 when there is a problem the Staff, as I understand it,g

20 calls upon the Applicant and says, "We are aware of this

21 problem. We have been -- either our inspector has seen

([])
22 it or someone else has told us about it and we want your

23 comments, and unless you can prove to us the problem

24
(]) doesn't exist, we want you to correct i t ," a n d then the

25 Applicant has to respond.
I
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1 Now, you mentioned the problem, but have you

() 2 looked at the files to see whether or not the Staff did

3 question the Applicant, whether the Applicant did respond,

() 4 and whether the response took care of the situation.

e 5 MR. WILLMAN: Yes, your Honor, we have looked
h

h 6 at the problems, which were primarily documented in

7 inspection reports, NRC inspection reports, and we have
K

$ 8 looked at some of the responses to those inspection
d
c; 9 reports. Some of those are still unresolved, still' others
x
h 10 are not, have not even been released to the public.
D

$ 11 I'm thinking in particular of one inspection
's

y 12 report which documents an inspection in June of '81. We
5

(]) 13 have knowledge, and the public has knowledge, of the
,

@ 14 subject matter of that inspection report because of a
$

h 15 presentation that was made to the ACRS Subcommittee, but
x

j 16 that has not yet been released to the public.
M

N 17 We have looked at some -- we have looked at
$

h 18 these inspection reports and we have looked at some of

E
19g the responses and some of them have not been resolved.

n

20 It is our position that they have not been resolved.

2I JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Willman, I think what we needs

22() are some, specific bases for the contention. If you could

23 rovide us with those, then I think we could act on this

24 contention. As it stands, it is pretty vague. We don't
(}

m

' 25,JL know ~ what you want to litigate except in a very general
i -

i Q * ~,,
'

! u +
,.
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1 broad sense.

2 MR. WILLMAN: The State would be willing to

3 -particularize the contention and point out the inspection

I4 reports upon which the contention is based or the issue

e 5 is based. -

5

| 6 CHAIRMAN CLARK: There is another factor here
R
6 7 involved. I think there is some overlapping of your con-
2
| 8 tention and some of the contentions raised by the Praillie
d
ci 9 Alliance.
z

h 10 Now, it might be -- in fact, it should be before
$
$ 11 we go into hearing, if you're both aiming at the same
is

g 12 contention that you ought to get your ducks in a row and

O|'S areeene one to take cere of ehe situeeton. We don't wene

| 14 ' to have two contentions on the same subject matter.
$

IS MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, if I may, the factual
'

16;i bases for Prairie Alliance's Contention 2 and Issue 1
<A

-

2

h
I7 is essentially the same. However, the Illinois statement

c:<

M 18 of issue refers to the construction of the plant itself
L

19 rather than the operation, which is what Prairie Alliance's

20 ' contention No. 2 calls into question.

2I

2t !
'.

CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right. Thank you.

O Let.s see, wh,t did we have on 22

23!
. .MR . GODDARD: Judge Clark, if the Staff may be

O; 24|

. heard in reference to Illinois's Issue No. 1 --

v ij;

:s 25 CHAIRMA::t . CLARK: All right.
| t !

,

|
! 4-

1 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.,
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I MR. GODDARD: First, the Staff would point out,

O
k/ 2 as it did in its brief, that there is no plausible reason

I3 presented by the State of Illinois for coming forward with

4 this issue at this point in time.

5 Illinois has been a participant in this proceed-
,

| 6 ing since its inception and the subject matter which is
N

b 7 vaguely alluded to in the verbiage. .o f s tat.ement. .o f .iss.ue;l
M

] 8 has been available since, in fact, long before this pro-
d

9 ceeding was noticed by the Licensing Board.

10 I don't wish to attempt to predict the potential
lii
% II ruling of this Board with regard to the admission of this
it

g 12 proposed issue, but in the event that it does admit this

O ! '3 iesue, 1 wou1d esx that this Boerd egecifice11v require
m

| 14 the Attorney General to set forth more than the identi-
$

h 15 fication of particular I&E reports on which this contention
x

ii[ I0 is purportedly based. Such I&E reports should not only
as

h
I7 be identified, but the specific problems encountered by

z
@ 18 the Applicant in the implementation of its CP quality
E I9
8 assurance and quality control program should be set forth
n

20 in detail, the inadequacy in the solutions as implemented

21 by the Applicant and as accepted by the NRC Staff and a

22O ,pe,1,1,,,1,, ,, ,,, ,,,,,,, 1, ,,,, ,y ,,,, ,,1,,1,,,

23 are inadequate rather than merely the allegation that

24'

such solutions are inadequate.

25
| We have been dealing with this phrasing of
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I general inadequacy throughout the contentions in this

O 2 case. The Staff is interested as we approach the fuel

3 load date, even though it has now been delayed an addi-

4 tional year, we are interested in bringing these matters,

5 to as specific a point as possible so that if admitted

b 0 they might be susceptible to specific litigation and
R
b 7 preparation of testimony thereon. |
M

'

7 ] 8

e
ci 9
r:

h 104

x 4

Ig 11 ,

a
p 12
_

: O ! ia
.

.

| 14

m
2 15

s
.' 16j,

as

6 17

:
s 18.

1 :::

19
8
n

204

21

0 22

23

24

25
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thoreon 1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you, Mr. Goddard. You have
,

() 2 perhaps -- perhaps I didn't say it as well as you did, but
|

3 that's exactly the idea I was trying to convey. In other

() 4 words, it must be so specific that the applicant and the

e 5 Staff can answer you, not just a general statement that
!
| 6 there were some problems, the Staff made a report on these
R
$ 7 problems, but what happened after that, was it solved,
N
j 8 wasn't it solved and if it was solved wherein was the
d
o 9 solution defective.
7:

h 10 MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, I would like to respond
E
j 11 on two points. One is as the State noted in its pleading,
S

y 12 the change in circumstances as related to inspection reports
5

(]) 13 that have been made available to the public since the

h 14 date Prairie Alliance submitted its contention, so that
$

{ 15 is the change of factual circumstances which would support
a
j 16 this issue.
m

b^ 17 The second thing is I think Mr. Goddard is asking
$

{ 18 for more than what we are required to do as to specificity

k |
19 for a contention. He is asking us to allege what the '

H

20 applicants have done in response to the NRC's ccmplaint

21 and I think that is more than what we are required to do

22 under the rules.
)

| 23 MR. GODDARD: If I may be heard, Judge Clark,

i 24 the Staff would submit that where a party seeks to introduce

( 25 a late filed contention or in this case a " issue" by the
|

|
,

,
'
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1 State of Illinois as an interested state under Section

2 2.715(c), they are bound by the procedural requirements
|

3 of 2.714 regarding late filed contentions, and the burden

() 4 is certainly greater than if this were an initial contention .

e 5 I would also point out, as we did in our brief,
U

| 6 that the attorney general of the State of Illinois is not
R
& 7 a newcomer to nuclear licensing proceedings and accordingly
A
8 8 should be held in practicality to a strict adherence to
d
d 9 those late filed contention rules, which are 2.714.
$
$ 10 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Goddard, if there has been a
E
j 11 quality control-quality assurance problem within the last
S

( 12 year since the original contentions were filed, wouldn't

(]) 13 that be pretty good cause for a late filing?

| 14 MR. GODDARD: Yes, it would, but it would also
$

15 require specificity in the Staff's opinion beyond

j 16 that which would be required for an initial contention.
M

i 17 JUDGE PARIS: But he certainly doesn't have to
$
5 18 go to the merits of his case in his contention.

E
19 MR. GODDARD: No, he does not have to go to the

20 merits. However, we are recuesting that he identify with

21 specificity ~.the defects- in the applicant's solution
|

22
{}

and the staff's acceptance of such solutions in order to

23 establish a basis for that contention. We do not feel

24 that it would be appropriate to admit loosely filed conten-)
25 tions such as Issue No. 1 as presently phrased, which would

|

|
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1 require the Staff and applicant to engage in lengthy

2 discovery ee e goint more then one yeer beyond the edmis.1on 1O .

3 of initial contentions in this proceeding.

4 na wrtta^u: vour uonor =ey 1 re=9ond7O
i

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes.

h

h 6 MR. WILLMAN: I believe the applicants would

ig 7 be much better able to tell the state how it has responded

M

] 8 to the non-compliance activities that have been documented ,

d
d 9 in the inspection reports. That would be one very

7:

h 10 good reason why the state should not be required to specify
i!!

{ 11 to that detail in supporting its issue.
Es

y 12 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor, if I may, I have to agree
_

S
13 with Mr. Goddard. If there are specific quality assurance-

@ 14 quality control issues raised in the inspection report
$
2 15 or specific ones that the State of Illinois is aware of,
d
j 16 the rules of this commission are not notice pleading
us

6 17 rules, they are fact pleading rules. They require
:s

b 18 specificity.

k
19 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's right.

g
n

20 MR. ZABEL: I can't respond to statement of

21 Issue No. 1. I haven't the slightest idea what specific

22 quality assurance-quality control issues it's referring
O

23 to.

24 If the State has been through documents and finds ,
,

l 25 for example, an I&E report with an unresponded to, unresolved
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 issue or response to an issue that it deems insufficient

() 2 for some reason, let it specify that issue. Then we
.

3 can respond to it. But I cannot do that to this one.

() 4 "I cannot even distinguish it from Prairie Alliance Contentien

5 2. I couldn't litigate that issue, your Honor.

h 6 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I recognize that. That's the reason
^
n

d 7 we are talking about it. 'I don't know how you can possibly

n
8 8 litigate this contention.
d .

d 9 MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, the State is willing
7:

h 10 to specify the inspection report to which it refers
s
_

$ 11 with the qualification that there is one that -- the one
k

I 12 that I was referring to earlier that has not yet been
o

13 made available to the public, so we are not even sure of(])
| 14 the exact detailed problems that were documented in that

$
g 15 report.
m

16 But to the extent that we can, we are willing'

.j
e

b' l'7 to specify.
E
$ 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You can't litigate a problem
-

O
19 you don't know about,g

n

20 MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, if I may, the report

21 to which Mr. Willman refers as not having been made availab;.e

22 to the public, I think I should state, to keep the record{}
23 clear, the reason it's not been made available is it

| 24 has not yet been written and released, and it certainly
)

25 will be made available to the public at such time as it is

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY INC.
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1 prepared. It is not a case of anything being withheld from ;

() 2 public dissemination.

E3 I would further state in response to Mr. Willman's

() 4 comments as to providing further specificity at this time, |
!

g 5 I can only ask how many bites at the apple are the parties
;

A

$ 6 to this proceeding going to be allowed with regard to

8 7 matters that are submitted to this licensing board in a
A ;

j 8 manner that.is lacking the specificity and basis required
d
c; 9 by 2.714. '

z s .

h 10 MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, I would like to point ou t
s -

h 11 that the inspection report we are talking about concerns
3 -

g 12 an inspection that took place in June of 1981, which
-

{} 9g 13 is more than almost a year since the inspection, and it's
;

| 14 taken this long to write up that inspection. |
t 1

{ 15 MR. ZABEL: Judge Clark, if I may, I'm getting
=
j 16 more confused by this issue in listening to this

|
w

6 17 discussion. I don't think I disagree with Judge Paris.
E
$ 18 If there is a subsequent document that raises a new issue, I

: i

# I
19 there are late filed issue rules with the Commission. They ;

R ;

20 require specificity. They require specific enumeration

21 of that issue. ;

!
22 If that report comes out and raises one that the

)
23 State or the intervenors which to raise, they can comply !

.

24 with that rule. !()
25 I listened to Mr. Willman and I think now Issue 1

,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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I is anticipatory. We are waiting for the report because

2 it may raise an issue that they may we.nt to litigate.

3 In that case it is clearly premature.

O 4 On the other hand, if ie.s based on documents

y that are already available to the State, that the State5

"
.

@ 6 has already reviewed, they are familiar with the rules
R
& 7 of this commission. This contention should have been far
3
{ 8 more specific than it was, and it is not, and I don't
d
ci 9 think in Mr. Goddard's term, another bite of the apple is
!

h
10 appropriate.

-
-

5 II The next document comes out, they can comply with
is

y 12 the rule if there is an issue raised by that, but let's
~

a

Oi' not enticipate somethine by 1eetine in this veeue

@ 14 allegation. If they had something spocific it should
$
g 15 have been in here. It was not. It does not comply

j 16 with the Commission's rules. It is our view it ought
as

h
I7 to be dismissed.

18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you.

E
9 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, may Prairie AllianceI9
M

20 interject here?

2I CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes, you may.

22 MR. KODNER: Although we didn't file a brief

23 or memorandum in support of or in opposition of the

24 proposed statement of issues, we would like to go on

record as supporting the statements of issue submitted25

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC. ;
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I by the State of Illinois. We feel that the contention

() 2 as presently worded goes towards the failure to establish

3 a program in addition to referring to specific instances

(]) 4 of the failure of quality assurance and quality control,

e 5 and we think that while these instances may be necessary
6

$ 6 to flesh out and perhaps ultimately prove the issue as
%
$ 7 worded, we think that this is the only way to establish
n
[ 8 the failure of a program in general and in fact, the
d
d 9 NRC Staff has recognized this problem as recently as

,z

h 10 three months ago when the contractor at Illinois Power,
t
$ 11 Baldwin Associates, was reported that they were shaking
a

j 12 down quality assurance-quality control inspectors and there

() S
13 were allecations of that shakedown and of a cover-up which5

m

@ 14 resulted in Mr. Livermore's testimony back in February
$

15 before the ACRS. We think that all of this goes towards

g' 16 the failure of the applicant's program, which, as I say,
w

d 17 should be fleshed out by certain specifics. We think
$
$ 18 that necessarily has to be somewhat broad.

E
19 CIIAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you very much.

g

20 We want to take another short recess.

21 (Recess taken.)

t''7fol 22
U

23

()I
| 25
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I CHAIRMAN CLARK: Back on the record.rocoec.

2 We come now to the State of Illinois's Issue No.*

,

3 2, and again I want to raise the question with the Staff

4 that I did with regard to the Prairie Alliance's proposed

5 additional contentions.

| 6 This contention says that neither the Applicant
'

nor the Staff has adequately addressed the interaction of7

A

] 8 adverse systems and so forth and so on. I would like to
d
m; 9 know whether you feel you are at issue on that point, you
z

10 feel you already have or you are going to come forward
< II$ with something more. That's what I would like to know. ,

is

I2 You're not bound by what you say, but I'm trying

O ! I3 to set e fee 1 for your goeie1on on the metter.
m

| 14 MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, I believe that-the'
E

15 Staff said everything it is going to say about systems

j 16 interaction, which is a generic task action plan designated
us

h
II task A-17 in the FER's issues, and there will be no sup-

a:

$ 18 plementation unless there is additional action by the

E
II NRC technical staff referencing that task. There will

g

20 probably be a decision concerning a regulatory requirement
II to go with systems interaction in mid-1984.

O 22 cm,1,ss, css,x, ,,,,,, ,,1 , ,, ,, ,,, 1,,, ,,

23 do us any good, I'm afraid.

24 MR. GODDARD: That is correct, sir.

25 There is a July '84 Reg. Guide proposed to be

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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-
I put out for comments to result in the issuance of a Reg.

() 2 Guide with a proposed date of January 1985. However, the

3 Staff does not feel that further treatment of the systems

() interaction issue in subsequent documents has any bearing4

on the Staff's position that this contention is not

0 admissible.
R
R 7 We have been looking at systems interaction in-

M

] 8 this case again since the first filing by the Prairie
d
d 9 Alliance. The State of Illinois has done nothing more
g
0 10 than elaborate on each of the previous denied contentionsg ,

h II of the Prairie Alliance in this statement of issue No. 2.
. k

f I2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand that you have a
S

f') $ number of arguments with regard to this issue.
ss

E 14
"

W MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir, we do.
$
2 15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I was only asking you for thew
m
: 16* one comment as to whether or not in the new document that

hI you put you will go further than you already have.

b 18 MR. GODDARD: We do not anticipate doing so,-

E
19

8 Judge.

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You do not anticipate it at this

21
time. Thank you very much. '

22 We appreciate very much the comments that you
)

23 have made with regard to these two items and we feel that

24 they will help us in reaching a decision, which we hope
)

25
to do in the not too distant future.
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1 We come now to the topic of the question of

( -2 summary disposition of Contention No. 5 of Prairie

3 Alliance.
,

() 4 As you will recall, when the question of summary

5 disposition came up, the Staff in its pleading of December

| 6 the 7th suggested that we might defer ruling until the ;

R
& 7 SER and, of course, we now have the SER.
K

$ 8 Prairie Alliance filed a pleading on March 23,

d
Q[ 9 1982, and in it I find the statement that according to
z

h 10 the SER such emergency operating procedures are1being
z '

E
y II prepared by Applicant and th'e GE owners' group,will be

,

a
p 12 reviewed by the Staff and reported in a supplement to the
3 '

(]) 13 SER. Is that correct, Mr. Goddard?

h 14 MR. GODDARD: That is correct.
$

[ 15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: And in reliance on that Prairie
m

j 16 Alliance has moved that we defer consideration of the
m

h
I7 motion pending issuance of the Staff's supplement to the

x

{ 18 SER. In other words, there apparently is in this case

E
19 going to be something more forthcoming from the Staff.

g|

20 MR. GODDARD: There will be, Judge Clark.

2I . CHAIRMAN CLARK: We are going to grant that
;

'
22 motion and we will defer the motion of Prairie Alliance{)
23 and we will not rule on the question which was raised for

(^ 24 summary disposition until after the SSER issues.
V)

25 MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, the Staff has not

1
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I received any assurance from Illinois Power that those will

2 be received by the Staff prior to issuance of the SER

3 supplement.

() 4 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Then let me phrase it another

5 way. Sometimes the Staff files several supplements.

| 6 - MR. GODDARD: We will discuss an additional
% ,

e
S 7 supplement to the SER. However,.the Staff does not
2
k 0 retreat from its position that this contention as drafted
0

k 9 is generic and should be dismissed under the rules.
E

10e CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand.
E

$ II Then we will grant the motion so that it applies.
B

y 12 We will defer action until the Staff issues a supplement
a

() $ 13 to the SER, whether Supplement No. 1 or 2 or 3, which
m

! I4 addresses this question, and then when we have that in-
a
g 15 formation, then we will be prepared to rule on it. ;

- .

g 16 MR. GODDARD: Thank you, sir.
W

h
II CHAIRMAG CLARK: In the Board's action last

IO February having to do with the failure of Applicant to

&
'

I9 answer certain interroga to ries of the State of Illinois,g

20 tried to cover one by one various interrogatories,we
(

2I and we did this in a telephone conference and I find in

22'

(]) my notes that we mentioned the fact that there was a

23 general interrogatory asking for the production of docu-

24 ments, but apparently I failed for some reason to go the(])
25 other step and say that that was required. Of course,

,
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1 the regulation does require that.

O
V 2 I seem to find in some correspondence, copies of

3 which I received, that the parties have more or less

4 agreed to that except that the Applicants are reluctant
5 to let the State of Illinois see certain documents because

h 6 they feel they are confidential and wish a protective
^
e.

$ 7 order with regard to those documents, and I'm really not
M

| 8 quite sure from discussion between the parties, copies
d
ci 9 of which I have, just what the problem is and I wonder
z

10 if I can have some enlightenment on that.
s_
$ II MR. NEUMAN: Judge Clark, if I may, I'll let
3

y 12 counsel for the Applicant reparaphrase my characterization
~

c '

O s I3 of the situation, due I ehink we ere dee11ne with two
m

| 14 separate topics in the aftermath, if you will, of the
$

h
15 conference call that was conducted on February 16th.

a:

16 The first issue, if you will, is being brought*

g
as

h
I7 to a head today by the failure of the parties to volun-

18 tarily work out an agreement as to document production
e

19 resulting from that conference call as to all items that
20 included in the initial discovery request. We havewere

21 indeed voluntarily secured production of some of those.

O othe,s o,those h,ve not ,een produced, which were the22

subject of what we termed our supplemental motion to23

compel, I believe, to bring to the Board's attention its24

25 inadvertence to deal with specific document requests
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1 that were the subject of, along with the interrogatories,

O
\/ 2 the subject of the conference call on February.

,

3 Certain other matters relating to documents int 1
;

() '

4 answer:to interrogatories are separately the subject of

5 Illinois Power's motion for a protective order, so if you

| 6 keep those separate I think we can discuss them.
R
$ 7 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: I don't have much paraphrasing
3
[ 8 to do in response to that comment, your Honor. In fact,

d
q 9 that's true. There is a question, first of all, of whether
z
2
6 10 or not Illinois Power should be required to produce certain
3
=
$ 11 documents in the State's supplemental request, and the
k

y 12 correspondence to which you're referring sets out the
5

() f13 Applicant's reasons for not producing these documents,

| 14 the principal one being that two of these document requests,
$

$ 15 the scope of the requests is every bit as broad and as
x

j 16 g'neral as the State's original request, and it was my
w

h
17 feeling from your order or from your discussion of the

x

{ 18 reasons for your order at this conference call, your

E
l9g Honor, that the State had phrased some of its document

i a
20 production requests in a more specific form, so even

21 though the documents had originally been requested in

22 the first round, you asked that they be produced again(])
23 because the State had focused in and particularly identified

24 certain documents that they wanted produced.
(")%m

25 Well, based on that reasoning we did produce
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1 all the documents that the State specifically requested.

2 On the other hand, your Honor, there were two broad general

3 kinds of request that we felt were so unfocused and un-

Gk> 4 specific that they were not within the scope of your order.

e 5 For example, one of these requests was for all
5

$ 6 Baldwin Associates QAr:andrQCraudit.nGlto
R
b 7 Now, when the State originally came out to
X
j 8 Illinois Power headquarters in Decatur and asked to see
d
m; 9 the d.ocuments requested under its. original document request
$
$ 10 for all documents relating to QA and QC matters, I
E

$ Il explained to them that the Illinois Power audits were there
k

j 12 on the premises and that they were welcome to inspect them.
5

(]) 13 I also explained to them that many of the Baldwin

h I4 Associates audits were on file out at the plant and that
$

h
15 we would be happy to take them out there and show them

e

g 16 those. Now, they never took advantage of that opportunity.
M

I7 They come back now and essentially repeat;t c
e
$ 18 the same request- they made back then.

E I9g Your Honor, I think that that is outside the
n

20 scope of second round discovery and outside the scope of
|

2I your reasoning in'that conference call.
|

22() The second general kind of interrogatory to

; 23 which we don't think we should be forced to respond is

24
(]) one that requests all documents related to NRC's

25 systematic assessment of license performance review.
.
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I Your Honor, again, this was a comprehensive

N- 2 investigation that covered a number of different areas.

3 I don't know that the Applicants could even assemble,

( 4 could even backtrack and retrace that investigation and

e 5 pull together all the documents that were examined. It
E

$ 6 is simply too broad for second round discovery.
R
$ 7 The documents that are requested here were
a
j 8 produced the first round, although admittedly --
O

d'cuments whichq 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, now, the o
2
o
@ 10 they requested on the second round, as I understood it,
$
E II were the documents on which you based your answer to the
*

I I2 second round.
5() y 13 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor in that casee
m

| 14 documents that were referred to in response to inter-
$

h
15 rogatories have been produced. There is no dispute over

x

j 16 that4 except as to certain documents which we feel should
w

h
I7 not be disclosed and on which we,arerrequesting a protectiv.a

x

{ 18 order.

E I9g Now -- I'm referring now to a-list of, I believe,
n

20 some 17 document requests that were attached to the

21 State's supplemental interrogatories, and it was the

() 22 document requests that were not specifically dealt with

239 in the conference call.

f') 24
%)

25
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l CHAIRMAN CLARK: Let me see if I have that.Gonforence

O 2 aUocE PARIS: The protective order you just |

3 referred to was the one you filed April 22nd, is that !
!

O 4 correct 2 i

i
e 5 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: One moment, your Honor, let
5 ij 6 me check that. |

R
R 7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes, but this is one you said
s
j 8 you were going to file apparently in correspondence, of
d i
c 9 which we received a copy. This has to do with intar- '

!

g 10 rogatory 24, quality report systems.
z i

!{ 11 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Which one was that? |-s ;

j 12 ' CHAIRMAN CLARK: Interrogatory No. 24, a quality
25

Q 13 report system was implemented by -- ,

h 14 MR. ZABEL: That's a separate specific set of
$
2 15 documents, your Honor, that did not even exist prior to
5 e

g 16 February 24th. I think Mr. Van Susteren has been discussing '

as

6 17 documents that were requested prior to that that we objected '

W

b 18 to producing as being duplicative of the first round of
-

k
19g disccvery.

;

n

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: What is the basis for the request !
!

21 for these documents? |
|

22 MR. ZABEL: The basis for the request? !

23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes,

24 MR. ZABEL: You mean the State of Illinois'
n\.s ,'

25 request?
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes.

I would rather let them2 MR. ZABEL: I assume --

,

3 speak to that, your Honor, and I can respond. It's their

4 request.

5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I get a little confused on this

$ 6 point. I just would like to know what was the basis
R
$, 7 for the request for these documents.
M

$ 8 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, let me see if I can
d
m; 9 straighten this out. The documents that Mr. Van Susteren is

'

5
g 10 referring to is listed in a specific request for production
!
$ 11 of documents appended to the interrogatory requests.
in

I 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Now, wait a minute. Let's
E

Q 13 get'this one that this motion is about. Just tell me about

| 14 this one. This has to do with Interrogatory No. 24, a
$

| 15 quality report system implemented by Clinton Power Station ,

a:

y 16 on February 24, 1982.
<A

N 17 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, excuse me, if I can,
E

{ 18 that's the second of the two issues I tried to outline for

E
19

g you in my initial statement.

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Let's just rely on this one.

21 MR. NEUMAN: Mr. Van Susteren was addressing

22 himself to the first issue.,

23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: All right.

24 MR. ZABEL: Let me, if I may, Judge Clark,

25 explain tlat package of documents and how it came about.i

1

|
|
'ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 This was in part Mr. Ghrstn'er's;. testimony at the ACRS

2 Subcommittee meeting. He endeavored to establish direct

3 1ine of communication with employees at the power p1 ant,

O
_

4 conseruce1on emp1oyees at the p1ane, and it was ca11 d a

5 quality report. system.

| 6 He met with them privately, just Mr. Gerstner:
R
b 7 and those qua11ty inspectors at the plant. He wanted to
M
j 8 make clear to them that any concerns they had with quality
d
o; 9 issues could be reported directly to him.
z

h 10 In the course of his discussion with those
!

$ 11 employees, he assured them that no one else at the company
's

f 12 would see those and no one else at the company has seen

Q 13 those, that he would deal with them directly. He made

| 14 it very c1 ear, I might add, although there is no issue on
$

| 15 this, that they were totally free, of course, to discuss
a: -

.j 16 the quality issues they had with the NRC Staff.
as

| 17 There was no intent to say "Do this rather than

18 that." It was that as the executive vice president of the
E

19 company he wanted to have direct liaison-with those employ-

20 ees if they had quality concerns.

21 It was a difficult program to establish. He

22 had interchange in that meeting, and he has describedQ
23 it to me, and in part to the ACRS Subcommittee, set up a

24 system that would insure those empicyees that any complaints ,

25 any questions, any recommendations they might have would
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I be kept in strictest confidence, and that is what he
. G
\/ 2'

has done until yesterday when on my insistence he allowed

3
me, and I'm the only other one, to examine those reports.

() 4
We do not want to produce those reports for the intervenors,

|

3 for the State of Illinois. It.is Mr. Gerstner's view
"

3 6g that any disclosure of those reports as such would destroy
n
8 7
7 that system. He considers that system vital to Illinois
N

b Power keeping, if you will, a finger on the quality control
d
6 9
7- program at the power plant.

h 10
CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, of course, I'm getting thisg

Ey' from you second-hand, but I'm still trying to get a feel

h for it.

() Let's assume an employee comes and says, "I think

| 14
thus and so." What does he do then?

$
15

MR. ZABEL: What happens, your Honor, is there

16
is a quality report form that an employee can fill out,

h put in a sealed box. Those are delivered to Mr. Gerstner. [
b 18

He will investigate whatever is alleged in that complaint-

h
19

g and pursue it. He has done that in a number of these cases.

20
I. discussed this last week when we had a meeting

21
with Staff counsel and counsel for the State and the

() intervenors and wanted to look at the documents, which I

23
have done to try and resolve some way to protect the

() integrity of that system for the company's purposes while

disclosing to the State of Illinois the safety issues that
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1 may be raised through that process,

t( ) 2 It's my understanding, and I, of course, will

3 let the State speak for itself, that that's the concern

() 4 they have as to these documents.

e 5 Now, it may require me to create documents,
5

| 6 if you will, in response rather than turn these over.
R
& 7 If I might give you an example, your Honor, to
X

[ 8 better understand it, some of these are handwritten.

O
o 9 Most of them in fact are handwritten. Some of them are
i

h 10 almost illegible. For me some of them were almost
E
*
q 11 unintelligible.
k
d 12 We live in a world of acronyms and I'm not
3

(]) 13 familiar with all of them, and I had to sit with Mr.

| 14 Gertsner- to get those. explained.

$
2 15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I can understand your position
$ I

"

g 16 on that.
W

g 17 MR. ZABEL: I frankly think in producing some
$
M 18 of those, if we were compelled to, which we strenuously '

=

19 resist it, I might add, I don't know how intelligible
H

20 they would be to anyone who looked at them. i
;

!21 The difficulty is these are documents raised by

22 employees. They raise all kinds of issues, many of which,

23 the majority of which in fact, are not, although it's
j

24 captioned " Quality Report," one cannot preclude an employee
m)c

25 from writing out whatever is on his mind. 'Jhey are not

:
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I required to sign them. They are are specifically told
!

() 2 that they do not have to sign them, they do not have

3 to indicate their name at all.

(]) 4 The majority of them are anonymous -- I didn't'

c 5 count, but as I recall -- and many of them raise numerous
5

$ 6 issues, sometimes a quality issue hidden away in a whole
R
& 7 series of other issues,

s
j 8 One of them, as a very simple example, said only
d
d 9 "Give us more overtime." I don't think that goes to the
i .

h 10 quality concerns of the State, your Honor.
E

'

$ 11 I would like to compromise this issue, as I
B

f 12 say, and protect the integrity of that system. The company

S

{) g
13 and applicants feel it is vital that they have a direct

| 14 line of communication. I believe it would be possible .

$
15 for me to prepare a document that would list the quality

'

. 16 complaints that have been made through this process andj
W

d 17 provide it to the State of Illinois in response, but we
5 :

$ 18 are not willing to provide those reports as written because

E
19 it will destroy that system.

20 If I may, Mr. Gerstner e informed me on one occasion-I

!21 shortly after it was indicated there was a sense among

( 22 the inspectors at the plant and the people who are
:

I
23 primarily using this system that there had been a leak of

24 names or people or issues that are raised by these that()!

| 25 really aren't quality issues, by the way, and the flow
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I mimply dried up. He was getting them regularly and it

() 2 stopped, and until that rumor was squelched, q'u i t e . f r a n k l y ,
3 it looked like the system had already died. It now seems

()~ 4 to have revitalized itself. I think the rumor that

e 5 convinced the employes that it was not true, that their
3

$ 6 confidentiality has been maintained, but without that line
R
$ 7 of communication, your. Honor, I think it is essential --

M
8 8 and I'm willing, as far as safety matters have been
d
q 9 raised in those -- and I might add, we have, as your
!
g 10 Honor knows, a continuing obligation to supplement answers.
3

h 11 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's right.
3

N 12 MR. ZABEL: These continue to come in. I would-

S

(]) g
13 continue to go down, review them, and prepare similar

| 14 supplements.
$

15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, one of the questions I

j 16 wanted to ask you about this, what do you do about telling
e

d 17 the Commission about the safety issues?w

18 MR. ZABEL: The extent of them, any of them
e

19g have been required to be reported to the-Commission, they
n

20 have been, but I'm not as good as Mr. Goddard yet at
21 citing the sections. Certain quality issues that are

22(] required by the regulations to be reported are reported,!

23 but those can be reported to the Comnission as issues.

/"i 24 They don't have to be given the specific document thatU
25 raises it. Mr. Gerstner has not done that.
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I JUDGE PARIS: Suppose you provided him with this

2 list that you proposed and he found something on there that-

3 he thought was important and he brought it to your attention

O 4 end .you decided it ween.t important? what would we do

5g then? Would you object to our proceeding any further? !

a
,

0 '

MR. ZABEL: As to that issue?
R
b 7 JUDGE PARIS: Yes.
3
8 8 MR. ZABEL: Not as to the issues, no.
d

9 The substance of a safety issue, that's not -- my concern

10 is not to protect a safety issue, Judge.
E
4 II JUDGE PARIS: I understand that, but suppose
is

g 12 it involved identifying the quality control inspector?

O | '3 cuA1RnAu ctARx: You meen noe the one who mede

| 14 the complaint, but somebody else?
$
g 15 JUDGE PARIS: Possibly the one who made the
a:

I0
is complaint. I mean -- my question is considering the
us

h
I7 degree of protection you want provided here , to what

a:

18 extent could we get information if we decided we should
E I9
8 look at it?
n

20 MR. ZABEL: In many of those cases, Judge Paris,

21 we don't know. As I say, the majority of these have

22O ,,,, ,,,,ym,,,1, ,11,,, o, ,,, ,,,,, ,1,, ,, ,,,, ,,1,,

23
I if it was a complaint about somebody -- there have been

24(] a number of those. I would characterize the ones I have

25 read thus far as all being in personnel. They really did
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1 not involve they didn't say he was an unsafe worker--

2 or was doing unsafe welding or that. They made it pretty

3 clear, I think, in some of those cases they didn't like

() 4 somebody, but that was about as far as it went.

5 Now, it is possible that issue could arise. These

$ 6 are continuing to come in. I don't know how we would
R
$ 7 address that, in all candor. I don't know what we.would
M

$ 8 do.
O
m; 9 To the extent that it raises a specific safety
z

h 10 issue, that requires under 5 055 (e) , it was -- the provision
=
$ 11 of the regulations it is reported to the NRC.*

*
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INRC? MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, if I may add something

2 that may be of some assistance to the Board here, two

3 points, the first one procedural-

4
.

The filing of this motion for protective order
...

andaccordingko''my_readingof5 theg is rather recent,;

n , - ,
g .

-

; situation Illinois hass not yet -- ; the time period has notr
n
8 7
; yet run its cou ar Illinois to Aile a formal response,

-

a x'"8 8 which we indeed intend to do.a

4
m 9 I am prepared to''make-substantive comments herej
o ,

s

to waihe our abili,ty to filetoday, but we would not want

-h ajyritten response,
d 12 -

The particular item in Mr. Zabel's pleading of
*

E
-e

Oi' ineetese e1so'is the fece ehet he broeches the subsect
_

E 14
of Mr. gerstner, who is the subject of the discussiong

2 15 . indeed was not available when the motion was filed,w -here,
* "s, .
'

g ' 16
-

and Illinois Power evidences its intent to supplement the

6 17 motion upon Mr. Gerstner's return to town with furtherw
2
M 18s elaboration of the need for the protective order.'

-
.

Gs
, ts 's 19

8 If that's at all helpful, I would ask that the
i n

20' .
-

Board allow Illinois -to, since Mr. Zabel is, as I read
s

I '
s

7'3 the situation,' committing Illinois Power to some sort of' ' '

\

{} a supplement of its motion, that we be allowed to deal
,

23 'l 1'.- with that at ,that point, at which point Illinois woulde -

y - ._ _ s
'

'

%. 2h.-

.hav'e the right'to file a written response. At that point-(] <
~ hopefully 'there would be some further elaboration of theg

'. I'N ' *
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I reasons why the protective order is needed.

' 2 My comments then on the substantive nature of

3 the requests are that the burden is on, under 2. 7 40 (c) ,

4 is on the Applicant to show the good cause, and I think
5 Illinois Power would admit that this does not fall under

$ 6 any of the traditional lines of privilege or reasons for
7 non-disclosure, and indeed doesn't particularly fall under

M

| 8 the reasons stated in that rule for denying disclosure.
O
c; 9 This is an internal procedure worked out by
x

10 the company. It sounds like it has merit, and I'm not

=
$ II questioning that, but I believe the premise that Mr. Zabel
a

g 12 is stating for the reason for non-disclosure being the

On 13 destruction of the system needs to be fully explored.V 5
,

b I4 To the extent that these reports have been
$

15 identified in response to an interrogatory about quality

|| 16 control problems, I believe they, you know, at least'

vi

h
17 partly would deal in substance with quality problems such

a:

{ 18 that the premise that bringing these particular problems
E
g to light through limited disclosure to a party to thisI9
n

20 proceeding would somehow destroy the system, I'm not sure
21 I follow that argument.

22 If the intent is to bring these problems toQ
23 someone's attention, the fact that it's brought to the

24 attention of this Board with all the appropriate care

that can be taken to perhaps keep the identity of that25
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1 person a secret, I'm not so sure that the premise is

2 correct that that's going to destroy the system by itself,

3 and indeed, I question whether if indeed the company does

O 4 see fit to notify the commission of these instances, does

5 not pose the same problem for the destruction of the

h 0 system.i

R
b 7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I didn't understand Mr. Zabel
3
| 8 to say that they gave the Commission the name of the
d
a 9 person.,

10 MR. NEUMAN: No, no, the substance.

ii!
$ II CHAIRMAN CLARK: I think that's his whole problem,
is

f 12 is the name of the person who makes the report,
o

O s i3 MR. NEUxAN= I seeher the moeien to reed ehetm

| 14 any disclosure of the information contained in these
$i

15 documents would destroy the system, and I have taken that

y 16 to be the case. I think Mr. Zabel has qualified his
vi

h
I7 remarks a little bit here today, but that's not the way

IO I read the motion and indeed I want to have the opportunity
e

19 to fully respond in writing to the motion and the sup-

20 plement thereto.

2I CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand. I just want to

O set the picto,e tod,y. I., not ru11n, on it tod,y. I want22

23 to understand.

''
.O Am I correct that it is the disclosure of the

25 name that disturbs you or is it the disclosure of the
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I information?

C\I 2 MR. ZABEL: It is not the disclosure of safety

3 issues. Quality control-quality assurance issues that are

( 4 raised in these, your Honor, to the extent they come within

5g the scope of the regulation, they have been reported to
9

@ 6 the NRC. To the extent they don't, we are still willing
R
b 7 to disclose those issues that have been raised that are QA-
M

[ 8 QC issues. It's really a two-part concern.
O
c; 9 The documents themselves that are received aren't
$

h
10 single issue documents. They may have eight or nine com-

E
Q II ments in them by whoever signed them, usually anonymous.
k

f I2 One of those may complain about overtime pay. Another

() 13 may complain about a fellow worker. It may be a complaint
m

@ 14 that he is doing something prohibited by the rules for
$

$
15 employees that has nothing to do with quality control and

=
j 16 quality assuran'ce.
e

h
I7

. We are concerned that if someone examines those
m

{ 18 documents, if they get circulation, the one complaint in
E I9g that one that went to a quality issue, we won ' t get anyr more ..
n

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand what you're saying.

2I MR. ZABEL: We won't get it because the guy who

(]) 22 was accused of something certainly won't use it anymore

23 and the guy who did it, if he signed it, but even if he

24
(]) did it ano.tymously, would be afraid in our view that the

25 circulation of that that he accused so-and-so of
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1 hypothetically sleeping on the job or whatever it might be
,~

(- 2 is just too dangerous to the system.

3 It is not that we are not willing to prepare a

() 4 summary of the issues that have been raised that are OA-QC

= 5 issues. That we would supply.
5

h 6 JUDGE PARIS: What is this reporting system to
R
$ 7 Mr. Gerstner set up to do?
A
8 8 MR. ZABEL: Well, the explanation of it as I--

d ,

o 9 was not there at the meetings that Mr. Gerstner held with
i

h 10 the people at the plant site, but to the extent I have
E

| 11 discussed it with him several times, most recently yester-
3

j 12 day in anticipation of this issue, it was to provide a

(]) 13 direct line of communication to the company, to the

| 14 executive vice president of the company, who has respon-
t
2 15 sibility in this area for Illinois Power so that the
$
'

. 16 employees felt that they could bring --j
W

d 17 JUDGE PARIS: Excuse me, when you say "this
a
$ 18 area," what do you mean?

h
19 MR. ZABEL: QA-QC, so that they could bring QA-QCg

n

20 concerns directly to his attention and that he would act

21 on them and respond to them.

22 JUDGE PARIS: Well, I take it he is getting a lot()
23 more than just QA-QC concerns, is that right?

| /^% 24 MR. ZABEL: Of course. As I have been through
(-)i

'

25 them thus far, the majority of -- if you can go through
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I each document and list one issue, three issues, whatever

(3v 2 they might have in them, the majority of them are not QA-QC
1

3 issues.

4 JUDGE PARIS: That was not the intent of the

5 program, I see.

h 6 MR. ZABEL: I don't think there is anyway. It
R
b 7 has been a long time since I worked construction, but I
X

$ 8 did sometime ago, Judge Paris, that you can preclude that
d
ci 9 that can be done anonymously. They can write whatever they
z

10 want on the form and they do, and much of what they write
:::

$ II would be most unfortunate if it were publicly disseminated,
is

f 12 and it would be dangerous to the system, but to the extent

O!' ie can eenerate kerne1= of erein, if you 111, on ox-oC
m

| 14 issues, it's a vital system and we would very much like to
$

h
15 perserve it, and I can only represent my conversations

a:

i| 16 with Mr. Gerstner, but he is terribly concerned that any
as

f I7 revelation of those documents will destroy the system.

18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, if you had access to the
E I9
g documents, what would you be looking for from your point of

20 view?

2I MR. NEUMAN: Initially, your Honor, we have no

22 interest in 1.he particular identity of people or even

23 exchanges of information between people internally at IP.

24 More so, we would be interested in the identification of i

25 the problem areas that the complaints or whatever they
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I are focus upon, see how that comports with information that

2 wd ilave from other sources or indeed, how that relates to

3 ,the particular pleadings in this case, and take it from

4 -

there.

5j If indeed it is very relevant t.o the proceeding,

8 6 such that affidavits or testimony or whatever would bee
,

n

required, I think the Board could deal with the disclosure
N

of the names and circumstances at that time, but initially
d
ci 9 I don't think that's the nature of our request.g

CHAIRMAN CLARK: Then would you be getting what
lii

| II you needed if he. produced this file with reproduction that

excluded the names of the person who filed this with the

vice president?

E 14w MR. NEUMAN: Subject to our continuing ability,
$

b if you will, to bring that issue up again should specific
-

Ib QA-QC problems be identified such that the identity of the

['7 person would indeed become an issue, yes.

M 18
11 =

19
R

20

21

0 22

23

3 24
J

25
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yoo
1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That initially if he did

() 2 that you would be getting what you needed, is that right?

3 MR. NEUMAN: Initially.

() 4 CHAIRMAN CLARK: The names of the people would

a 5 be surplus to your purpose initially.
E

h 6 MR. NEUMAN: Right, your Honor. You have got
R
R 7 to think about it in terms of these seven quality control
a
j 8 reports, there may be more since this answer was filed.
O
Q 9 We don't know -- were identified.
1:

h 10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: What is the volume of these docu-.
E

h 11 ments?
E

g 12 MR. ZABEL: I don't know what the number is

{}
S

13 today. There were more coming down to him yesterday
,

@ 14 from the plant, so I think I looked at 20-some of these
$

15 as of yesterday, your Honor. . .

/ 16 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Was that half of what he had
w

g I'7 or was --

w ,

18 MR. ZABEL: No, I looked at all he currently

e '19 had.g
n

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: And 20 was what he currently

21 had?

22 MR. ZABEL: I think it was a little more than

23 that, but that's right.

24 | CHAIRMAN CLARK: A small number.s

J l

!25 MR. NEUMAN: The 7 that we are discussing in the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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|

1 motion and now there have been 13 more, apparently, were

() 2 identified by the company in response to the interrogatory
;

3 after being ordered to do so by the Board, so we have '

() 4 an interest in all seven plus, I suppose Mr. Zabel is (
e 5 considering the 13 are arguably relevant to the request.
E

| 6 If they are, we have -- '

E
|

8 7 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor, the request asked for
X

| 8 documents dealing with quality control-quality assurance.
O
d,9 It was a very broad request. This was a quality control

~

z <

h 10 reporting system, so we identified and all we now -- we !
$

'-
j ,

/ $ 11 counseled, or we discussed with Mr. Gerstner;~ is that
/ ", eVO

*

g 12 seven such reports had been received that were responc t

5
'

13 s{} to the request. We did not represent in that re ponse4

! 14 that each of those dealt with a quality control-quality
$

15 assurance issue. Some of them in fact do not. As I have

_~ 16 now in fact looked at the documents themselves, I'm backj
w

g 17 to the position that I don't think I can reproduce these

18 in any direct sense of putting them in a Xerox machine (
e

19 and give them to the staff in any meaningful way or to j
.

20 the state in any meaningful way even for what they're

21 interested in. I can extract from them the safety issues [
'

22 that are raised.

23 I might add that we discussed this, Mr. Willman

24 and I, a week ago at the settlement conference and I said- c
b. ;

25 at that point Mr. Gerstner was out of town and I had not
1

1
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1 had an opportunity to go down and look at the documents

i () 2 themselves. I did that at Mr. Goddard's urging yesterday

3 so I would have some idea of what was in these docum ntse

(]) 4 for this Board's benefit, but I think short of that

e 5 extraction procedure, if you want to call it that, I don't
E

| 6 know how else to supply them the information they'reI

R
{ 7 seeking.
N
g 8 JUDGE FERGUSON: Was that procedure satisfactory
d
6 9 to tne State?
i

h 10 MR. ZABEL: Well, I couldn't represent to Mr.
E

{ 11 Willman last week that that would be even acceptable to the
k

g 12 company or'that it would work until I had looked at the

4
(]) g 13 documents. I said I had that thought in mind and I did

m

{ 14 not in candor, Judge Ferguson, ask him to commit to that
$

l 2 15 as an acceptable solution.
Y n

j 16 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, as to the extent that
w

17 the documents identified are all relevant to the request

18 that was served, I hesitate to put Mr. Zabel in the position

E
19 of deciding, if you will, whether it is or is not related

R
20 to the QA-QC question, so I'm not in a position to say

21 that we should not be allowed some sort of limited right

22 to inspect those documents with appropriate non-disclosure)
23 agreements attached thereto, and I think that's for the

24 Board's consideration.
,

.

25 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, I think that's right. I

|
.
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1 think you're entitled to see the documents. I think you

() 2 must agree to limitations on what you do after you see

3 them.

() 4 I would say that you shouldn't -- the only notes

e 5 you should make would be a note that this is a document that
E -

| 6 I want to be excluded from disclosure, that I want to
a -

$ 7 have the right to disclose this particular document,'

s
| 8 and then we will break up and talk about that document
d
o 9 or those documents, if there are some, but it seems to me

,

z

h 10 that the two of you could get together and work out an
E

$ 11 agreement that you would see the documents or that you
*

g 12 couldn't copy them and you couldn't disclose them to your

(]) 13 clients or anybody else without further proceeding. You

! 14 don't think you would agree to that?
$
2 15 MR. ZABEL: I don't know, your Honor. I have
$
j 16 serious doubt about it, to be very candid with this Board.
e

$ 17 I don't like to be in the position either --
$
5 18 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand.
-

h
19 MR. ZABEL: As Mr. Neuman said, it troubles me.

X
20 On the other hand, it's pretty easy in fact with most

21 of these, when sonecne says so-and-so is gambling on the

1

22 site, for example, that goes to the work rules on the site,{}
23 but it does not go to the quality assurance-quality

24 control program.

25 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand.
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I MR. ZABEL: Those decisions are fairly easy
/

( 2 for me to make so far from what I have seen.

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK: But there will be some that

() 4 will be bo'rderline.
e 5 MR. ZABEL: In my view of it, and as I have --

5

$ 6 I looked at this only yesterday, is to error in favor
R
& 7 of disclosing the issues to the state.
;

| 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You really wouldn't object
d
@ 9 to them seeing the documents saying so-and-so is gambling,
z

h 10 would you?
!

$ 11 MR. ZABEL: It depends on whether names are
B

| 12 mentioned in there. Yes,the company would strenuously
5

(]) 13 object to that.

h 1-4 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I was thinking in terms of
$
2 15 perhaps you could simply. block out the signatures on them.
$
j 16 You can photocopy them then.
m

d' 17 MR. ZABEL: The signatures the signed ones--

$

{ 18 are not necessarily the problems. It's the ones that

E
19 make accusations at other employees that are the problem.g

n

20 That's true, as far as signatures gc, those could be

21 blocked out.

22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Are you interested in knowing(m
23 , who it is who is gambling on the site?

| - 24 MR. NEUMAN: Not at this point, no.
!

25 MR. ZABEL: Those are the kinds of judgments,
l

|
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I when I viewed the ones that I viewed --

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You could even block cut all

3 names and just give subject. matter, could you not?

() 4 MR. ZABEL: I'm trying to re-envision the document s

e 5 I looked at.
M

$ 6 In some cases that could be possible, I think,
R
$ 7 your Honor. I'm a little -- I did not have that approach
A

$ 8 in mind when I was reviewing them yesterday. I don't
d
c; 9 know what the compa,ny's view on that would be, Mr.
E

h
10 Gerstner's'.,

=
$ 11 CHAIRMAN CLARK: He isn't interested at the
B

y 12 moment in the names he said. If he were given access to
o

(]) 13 the documents with the understanding he would make no

| 14 notes and no copies of them other than a note that document
$
g 15 auch-and-such he would like to pursue further with the
e

y 16 Board, I think you can trust a fellow lawyer to do that.
W >

d 17 Now, we can write --

w

18 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor, I think Mr. Gerstner's

E
19 concern with the system is not trusting me to look at themg

n

20 or trusting counsel for the State tc look at them, but

21 rather it is the impact on the people who have been turning

22 these in. It is the perception of reality to these workmen{)
23 that's important, not reality, ycur Honor. If they perceive

24 that they are being disclosed, we have seen the last of

25 them, is what Mr. Gerstner has said.
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I don't think that -- I'm

() 2 sorry about that, but it seems to me the State of Illinois

3 has a right to see such documents that do pertain to the |

) 4 QA and QC programs and it's up to you to find some way
'

5 that will do that.

h 6 MR. ZABEL: Well, I would like then, as I said,
R
& 7 at the time the issue came up, and we could only respond
M
8 8 that there were seven which we had not seen that are
d
* 9 captioned quality reports and therefore were responsive,

.z
10 although they are not all, in fact, I would like then to

$ 11 supplement this, to be able to go back and see if that --

3

N 12 if the blank out approach might be a feasible one, your
-

S

(]) g
13 Honor.

| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: What I would really like you to '

$
15 do is sit down, the two of you together, and try to work

j 16 out some mutually satisfactory approach. We are going to
w

h
I7 see that they get anything that they need on QA-QC, and

'

x

{ 18 if you can work out some mutually satisfactory approach,

E
g there is no reason why you can't get them to sign anI9
e

20 agreement of what you agree to.

2I MR. ZABEL: I agree, and as I say, last week

22 when we met and discussed this issue briefly, I posed
)

23 to Mr. Willman the approach I have described to your Honor

24 preliminarily in that I had not seen the documents myself

25 and didn't really know what they looked like or contained.i
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I I'm perfectly willing to sit down and discuss

() 2 with them further --

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK:I shall. not~ nde on this motion unti l

(]) 4 I hear further from you and you may withdraw it if you work

e 5 out a solution.
5

h 6 MR. ZABEL: If we could work out an agreement,
R
$ 7 that won't be necessary.
3
[ 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: There was this other question
d
d 9
x, that you said was a double barreled problem.

h 10 MR. NEUMAN: Can I backtrack just a second,
!
$ II Judge Clark, to understand where we are going to be
*

I 12 procedurally. The motion itself for a protective order
-

S
13 states that IP is going to supplement its. motion with

| 14 further information. As I indicated, our time has not
t -

g 15 yet run to file a written * response.
x '

g 16 Are you saying we are still on that track?
m

@ 17 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes. I'm not going to act
$

{ 18 on this. You two are going to get together and try to
E

19 work it out. That'a the most satisfactory thing.

20 MR. NEUMAN: Nothing else has changed in terms

21 of procedural requirements we have to meet?

22S CHAIRMAN CLARK: That'a right.
(V

23 MR. ZABEL: If we cannot work it out, we will

24
7- supplement, as we indicated we would, and the State may
V

25 then answer on that timetable.
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's right.

Oy 2 MR. ZABEL: That's perfect 1y acceptable to me.
,

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK: If you work something out that's
~

O 4 muon more eve to de worxasie enen if 1 ocox someenine

e 5 up and say, "This is it, boys." That's not a very good
a
j6 way to go about it.
~

.. n
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I
it. MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, if the Staff may be

( 2 heard with regard to this matter, we might be able to pro-

3 vide a little guidance to the parties and information to

() 4 the Licensing Board.

| A similar situation arises whenever an employee

d 6 submits a complaint either anonymously or in the open, asa
n
R 7
; it were, to the NRC Staff's resident inspector at Clinton
n
E 8* Station.
d
d 9
7-

CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right. ,

o
g 10 MR. GODDARD: On the receipt of such a complaint
z
~

=
m 11
g the resident inspector will take certain steps. The Office ,

d 12Z of Investigations in Region III, Office of Inspection and

0.
3

13-

g Enforcement will be notified. The resident inspector may

E 14w or may not investigate this item on its own.
$
2 15 If it turns out to be an item of potential QA-QCw
m

T 16
g or safety substance, it will normally be the subject of

6 17
a'.. reports which in no way identifies the individual whow

e
$ 18 made' the complaint or individual against whom complaints-

E
19

were filed. It will be reported in an I&E inspectionj

20
report where that inspection or investigation, as it were,

21 is conducted either by the Region or by the resident ;

() inspector on site. He will report the nature of the

23
complaint. He will report the resolution of that complaint ,

e' 24() as to whether it had any substance or it had no substance,

25 and if there was some substance to the report, he will
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I report what action he took or the investigation division

() 2 took and if required, what action the Applicant or any of

3 its contractors took in response to such allegation,

() 4 whether or not finally the NRC deems that such a resolution

a 5
g is satisfactory.
N

8 6* These are the substance of numerous I&E reports
_
N

8 7
; which are filed by the NRC staff.
N

$ 8 I would emphasize, however, that in no case is
0

'

d 9
g the original complaint made by the worker disclosed in its
o
$ 10
g original form, whether it be oral, whether it be written.
=

h Quite often these are phoned into the resident inspector

d 12
E on site who has a private telephone there.
o

(]) d 13!

@ This might give some assistance to the parties
|
! E 14

g in working out a resolution of their issue with regard to

2 15
g disclosure of the documents that were communicated to Mr.

T 16
$ Gerstner.

N 17 ICHAIRMAN CLARK: Let's get back to the second
|'

w
*
$ 18

problem you have now. I'm sure I haven't voiced to the-

E
19

k Board what the nature of the problem is.

20
MR.' VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, if I may address

21
that, the problem we are talking about here is the State's

N 22
request for production -- excuse me, the State's second

'

23
request for production of documents.

24
C_T) Now, this is something that was not directly

25
addressed in our conference call of, I believe it was
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I February 16th, 1982.

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes.

3 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Now, during the course of that

4 call we discussed --

5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Let me interrupt. You're not

$ 6 talking about requests for documehts-used in your answers,
R
b 7 you're talking about something else now.
K

] 8 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: That's right, your Honor.
O
d 9 We are not talking about documents that were itemized in
z.

10 the answers to interrogatories.
:::

$ II CHAIRMAN CLARK: Okay.
is

N I2 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: We are now talking about docu-
5

Oi' ments that were specifice117 reaueseed in a severete docu-

h I4 ment request that was filed by the State along with their
$
g 15 second round interrogatories.
* g

y 16 JUDGE PARIS: Was that in December, December 31st?
us

h
I7 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: December 31st was the date

m
$ 18 of the State's motion to compel.

E I9 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, I believe the State'sg

20 second round interrogatory and document requests were

2I filed on November 15, 1981, that Illinois Power or the

22C Applicants responded to those interrogatories and document

23 requests on December --

24 CHAIRMAN CLARK: At what page of that document

25 are the gequests you're talking about?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.'
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I MR. NEUMAN: It was the second request for

/3(s' 2 production of documents attached to our second round of

3 interrogatories, both filed on November 16, 1981.

() 4 CHAIRMAN CLARK: You mean it was a separate docu-

5 ment?

0 MR. NEUMAN: Right, it was attached and filed
R
*
E 7 contemporaneously with the interrogatories.
M
j 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Let's see if I find that.
O
q 9 I didn't address that one at all in that dis-
z

10 cussion.
3

4 II JUDGE PARIS: Would.someone read for me the.

B

p 12 title and give me the date of the document we are talking
1

(3 a

(_) g
13 about so I can find out where we are?

| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: This is an attachment to this
$
g 15 document. This is Ncvember 16th. It was on the back of
x

j 16 this, State's "second set of interrogatories to Applicant."
M

h
II Do you have that document?

x

{ 18 MR. NEUMAN: As I indicated, it was the State of

E I9
8 Illinois's second request for production of documents by
n

20 Applicants filed contemporaneously with the State of
21 Illinois's second set of interrogatories to Applicants,

22
(]) both filed on November 16, 1981.

23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes,!

24 MR. NEUMAN: And a response from Illinois Power - - 1

(}])
I

25 or excuse me, by Applicants, I believe, was filed on

,
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I December 15th. The response was to both documents, raised

2 general objections to both discovery requests and both

3 discovery requests, the interrogatories.and the document
'

/~T
k/ 4 request, were the subject of our motion to compel filed

5 December 31, 1981, which was indeed the subject of a

b conference call on February 16th.
R

7 At that point -- and I was_.not. personally a party '

N

k 0 to that conference call, so forgive me if I misstate any-
d

- thing that happened there --

10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I got to the end and didn't
E '

4 II see this one at all.
k

MR. NEUMAN: If I can offer this, the Board

() generally -- or excuse me, dealt.with Illinois Power's ;13

E 14 general objections to the interrogatories and the docu-w
$
g 15 ment requests on the basis that the information was one
x

g 16 supplied in the first round of discovery --
W

h CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's right.
m
M 18 MR. NEUMAN: And two, that it was not necessary.

E
19

g for clarification of any issues raised in the first round.

20 Our motion to compel at this point, supplemental

21 motion to compel, if you will, merely points out that the

() underpinning reason for the Applicant's refusal to answer

23 those requests was the same as with the interrogatories

(]) which was dealt with by the Board.

25 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Did the Applicant object to
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I all of these requests or just some of them?

2 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, we objected to

3 very few of them. Most of the interrogatories that the

OV 4 State propounded were answered by Illinois Power.

5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: We are talking about the docu-

h 6 ment request now.
R
d 7 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: For.the document requests.
N
j 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: This list that's attached to
d
ci 9 the -- on the back of the second set.
z

h 10 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, your Honor. Originally
3
x
$ II we, I believe, indicated that we would respond to the
is ,

y 12 first document request.
5

] 13 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right. -

h 14 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: But we believed it was in-
$
2 15 appropriate to respond to the others.
d
;| 16 Now, based on your ruling compelling Applicants
as

17 to answer certain interrogatories during that conference

18 call,we. revisited that ques tion. We looked over that.

e
19 request for production of documents and determined that

20 in fact a number of those requests were valid within the

21 reasoning you expressed at that conference call.

O 22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I see.
V

23 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Those documents we have made

24 available, we have produced.

25 Now, there are certain other documents requested |

1

l
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I in this second round request that we feel were outside the

b,., 2 scope of your Honor's reasoning at that conference call
3 in that they did not further particularize or specify

O individue1 documente thee were produced in the firse round.4

5 In fact, two of them wereisimply repeat shotgun requests

6 for a broad range of documents.
R
b 7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: What is the date of your plead-
M
j 8 ing on that or have you pled on that?
d

MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, we filed an answer to
.

10 Illinois's supplemental motion to compel and our answer

was filed on April 12, 1982.

I Now, in that answer we attached as exhibits

S

O cogies of the correegondence hetween the Seete and'

E 14
g Applicants. With respect to those document requests, it
a
g 15 was the State's position in its letter of February 16,
e
' '0 1982, which is attached as Exhibit 1 to that answer, and

G 17
d I'll give your Honor a couple of minutes to locate that
m

18 document if you don't have it before you --
#

19
g CHAIRMAN CLARK: This is your answer to Illinois' s

20 supplemental motion to compel answers to second round
I requests for production of documents dated April 12th?
' an v^" susTsas": Th e is correct, your no=or-O

CHAIRMAN CLARK: Let me look through this a

minute.

25 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Very well.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I CHAIRMAN CLARK: It is a quarter of 12:00.

2 Would you be agreeable to take a luncheon recess at this

3 time?

4 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Fine with us, your Honor.

5 MR. ZABEL: No objection.

0 THE COURT: We will return at 1:30.
^
e,

8 7 (Recess taken from 11:45 a.m.-

n
to 1:30 p.m. of the same day.)
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1

1 AET EEEEEE EEEEEEE :

(]) 2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I have had a chance to review

3 these documents we were discussing before lunch. Now,

() 4 there are a few questions I would like to ask.

e 5 The document request No. 4, all Baldwin Associates

5
-

M 6 Quality control and'Ouality Assurance audit reports,
o

7 who did the auditing? Is this a Commission audit or

8 is it an internal audit?

d
d 9 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your. Honor, those would be
i

h 10 the audits ~actually conducted by the Baldwin Associates
3
s ji QA Department. It wouldn't be a Commission audit. It would
$
d 12 be one conducted by the contractor.
E

13 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I see.: And you are objecting{} a

E 14 to that?
W
$
2 15 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Well, your Honor, the original
a

.- 16 interrogatories filed by the State contained a document
3
M

d 17 request that asked for all documents relating to quality

5
5 18 assurance and quality control at the Clinton Power Station,
-

b
19 extremely broad request.

H
20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Right.

21 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: When the representatives of
'

!

> - 22 the State of Illinois came to Decatur to review documents, |

'

23 I was there. I told them that the audit reports conducted

24 by Illinois Power Company itself were there at company
() |

,

25 headquarters, there were other audits, QA and QC audits that |
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1 had been conducted by Baldwin Associates, that those audits

() 2 were out at the site and that I would take them out to the

3 site if they wanted to review them.

() 4 So, your Honor, they asked for those documents

e 5 specifically in the first round. They were given full
E

h 6 opportunity to review them. They did not review them,
R
$ 7 and the way it stands right now, this request is a mere
X

$ 8 repetition of the first round request. There has _een
d
o; 9 no added specificity, no more detailed a request, and
z

h 10 that's why I think, your Honor, it is outside the scope
=
$ 11 of second round discovery.
k

| 12 JUDGE FERGUSON: Just for completeness, you made
5

13 that statement this morning, did you not?

h 14 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, I did, Judge Ferguson.
$

15 JUDGE FERGUSON: Could you tell us, sir, why

j 16 you did not respond to that offer that was made by the
M

d 17 applicant?
5
5 18 MR. NEUMAN: All right. As to this specific

E
19 document request here, we were apprised of the' fact thatg

n

20 those documents existed.

21 What we have done here in Request No. 4 is

22 specifically- reference four documents, I believe all of

23 which were identified in the first round by the applicants,

24 and to the extent that any other documents of which we

25 don't have any knowledge in those files are relevant, vs

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 are requesting production of those, but I do not think

() 2 I could characterize it or it would be fair to characterize

3 it as the same request that was made in the first round.

() 4 My answer to this and to all the other ones that :

'

e 5 we are going to discuss is the same, is that we have taken ,

!

$ 6 information that we got from the applicant through first

R
g 7 round discovery, attempted to narrow down our request, eithe r

M
j 8 through that information or information that we have obtaine d.

d
a 9 you know, through some other informal means, and tried-

i

h 10 to make specific requests either for specific documents or

g 11 for narrowly defined files that exist at the company. !

S
d 12 JUDGE FERGUSON: Is that responsive to the
3
m ,

13 question that I asked?(])
'

E 14 My question was why did you not take advantage
w
$
2 15 of the offer that the applicant made?
M

.- 16 MR. NEWMAN: All right. At that time that
k
M

6 17 was one of many files that were made available to us that

5
$ 18 broadly were -- or on representation of the company were
-

k
19 broadly responsive to our request.

g
n

20 I think, as we pointed out in our motion back

21 in December, that response was, I think, too broad for us

22 to work with, given the time constraints that we had,

23 and frankly, we were not able to deal with all the files

24 that were ostensibly responsive or made responsive in the
)

,

25 company's answers.
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1 I think, just to focus on one particular set of q

() 2 documents may act be a fair representation of the breadth

3 of document production that was offered arguably in responsq ,

(} 4 to our initial request.

5 I just want to have perspective put on my answers

$ 6 to the extent that we are talking about a large number
R
& 7 of items.
3
$ 8 JUDGE FERGUSON: But No. 4 is talking about one,
d
d 9 two, three, four documents specif'cally.i,

z

h 10 MR. NEUMAN: Including ,- but not limited to,
=

'

@ 11 is the way the request is phrased', yes.
k

I_
12 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your. Honor, with respect to

9
13 those four documents specifically identified, the

@ 14 applicants were willing to produce those because they were
$

15 specific requests that went beyond the general shotgun

g' 16 request originally made, but what Mr. Neuman is saying
e

d 17 now is simply that the State did not take the time j

s
{ 18 to review these documents during the first round and that

i

E
19g is not a sufficient reason to allow them to be produced

n

20 in the second round.

21 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, if I may, the request
,

22fg wa s not made in the first round for BA audit reports. That
%) '

23 information was brought to light to us in the course of

24 response to first round requests, and so our second round

25 request, given the nature of the document prcduction in the
|
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I first round, wa's to spec'ifically focus on those reports,
,,

O, '2 a,d os1,, ,s a p int o,me,e,ence the ,ou, ,peci,1c oneso
~ '

l, ,-

3 that we have' listed, so it is a considerable narrowing
'

%g ,-
,

O 4 of'chexzeeuese thae,was n>ede in the first round.
- y. ,

e, 5 - '' CHAIItMAN" CLARK : Are you saying that you were
,

R x-
,*% , - \. '

g 6 not' aware that such, reports existed at the time?o
R
b 7 ',5R.,NEUMAN: We were made aware of that in the

~

-

;

[ 8 first round.,
'd

o 9 . C"H A I R M A N CLARK: When you started the first round,x
10 you were not aware of it?

:::

N II MR. NEUMAN: No, not as a group, no.
3

f I2 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: They were aware of it, your
s

Q g
I3 Honor, at the very first time they came down to Illinois

| 14 Power headquarters to review documents, the very first
$

h
15 document review session, and as far as additional specific-

e

j 16 ity, at this point, your Honor, let's compare what was
v5

h
I7 originally asked, all documents relating to QA and QC

m
IO functions at the Clinton plant.

E
19 Well, there are two kinds -- you can make

20 two broad divisions in those documents, those produced by

21 Illinois Power Company, those produced by Baldwin Associates -

22 let me make that three -- those produced by the NRC.

23 Well, to that extent this has been narrowed down.

24 They have sliced out one set. But of these reports, as

25 you see, they have identified four in particular that

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I we have produced, but there are numerous others that they

O 2 hed an oggortunity to review durine the first round, thae
.

3 they failed to review, and they are now simply repeating

4 tl$at general request, really no more specific than their
5g first round.

N

h 6 JUDGE FERGUSON: Mr. Wiilman, I don't want to
R
b 7 keep pressing this point, but I still' don't understand
M
j 8 your answer to my question.
O
c; 9 The scenario, as I understand it, is that you made
5

h
10 a request for some documents, the applicant said, "Come

=
$ II and take a look at them," and you did not go.
is

f I2 MR. NEUMAN: That's not correct.

s
13 JUDGE FERGUSON: That is not correct?

| 14 MR. NEUMAN: No. When we were there on one
$

15 of, I don't know, two or three occasions in the first

g 16 round to look at documents, we were apprised of the fact
as

6 17 at that time that there was this grouping of documents
s
5 18 as well as other groupings of documents.

E
19g Indeed, late on in the proceeding in the first

n

20 round we were at our request given an index, if you will,

21 of the way Illinois Power Company indexes its files, and

22 we were also apprised of the grouping of these particular

23 audit reports as one file, if you will.

24 But in the situation we were not able to cover

25 ,all the bases, if you will. We were notified of the fact

|
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1 that these audit reports did exist as a group, but given

() 2 the scope of the discovery that we were conducting,-that

3 was just one of many files that we were apprised of the

4 existence of and physically could not look at that particular()
a 5 file at that time, and that's the reason why we have the
b

$ 6 other specific request that I assume we are going to get

R
& 7 to as well.

M

$ 8 MR. VAN SUSTEREh: At some point, your Honor,

d
d 4 there has to be an end to this process.

g s

g 10 If this request is granted and they go out and

$
g 11 take a look at Baldwin Associates' audits, they will
B

y 12 find this giant collection of documents is also subdivided
_

9
13 into other files. They will look at two of them because

)
| 14 that's all the time they want to take on the case and

$
2 15 then they will come back with a further request
%
y 16 identifying the 20 cr 30 other sub groupings that might
w

g 17 be out there.
5
$ 18 At some point the process has to end and, your
-

h
19 Honor, I submit to you that it should end at the end of

g
n

20 the first round. There is simply no reason to continue

21 with this kind of shotgun approach.

22 MR. NEUMAN: Your Honor, if I may just attempt

23 to finish this out, going into the discovery process
1

24 especially at the State of Illinois without any preconceive d

~s
25 or prework being done in terms of drafting contentions or

! l

t |

|
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1 pleadings such that summary review of evidentiary material

2 would have been necessary, we were totally not aware of the(])
3 breadth, if you will, of the material available at the

({])
4 applicant's offices.

e 5 I think what we have been trying to do is to
E

| 6 the extent possible take up the Board's admonishment to
^
e.

8 7 narrow down, given the information that's been produced in
e'.

| 8 the first round, and take it from there to make, you know,

d
C 9 narrower requests, if you will, in the second round.

$
@ 10 I believe that's the intent of the schedule that

$
was set up previously. You know, we apologize for the

$ 11

B

y 12 fact that we could not have looked at every one of the

5
13 documents that were made available to us, but we are

)
! 14 trying to narrow this down.
$
2 15 I don't see this as any enlargement of the
$
g' 16 tasks that we are trying to be engaged in here.
e

6 17 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Willman, can you giv". me an

5
$ 18 estimate of how many hours you spent looking at documents
=
C

19 when you were conducting the first round of discoveryg
n

20 at Illinois Power's facilities?-

21 MR. NEUMAN: Judge Paris, just so I don't get
i

22 my colleague in trouble, I'm Mr. Neuman.

23 JUDGE PARIS: I'm sorry.

24 MR. NEUMAN: I don't want him to be credited

| 25 with anything dumb I say.
,

I
1

l
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i I would have to think about that for a minute,

(]) 2 but it was a --

'

3 JUDGE PARIS: I'm trying to find out whether

4 you dashed in and dashed out and didn't really take(])
e 5 advantage of the opportunity given you by Illinois Power
!
8 6 or in fact was-there so much there that you couldn't
e

7 possibly do it?

A
8 8 MR. NEUMAN: We spent full days there on anywhere
a

d
d 9 from two to four occurrences. I'm trying to think of
M

h 10 whether that was first or second round in totality so I
E

g 11 can be honest with you, but in the first round I believe
a
d 12 there were three full working days when we were present
E
o
d 13 at the place where the documents were made available.

( S

E 14 JUDGE PARIS: So you spent three full days
W
$
2 15 looking at documents and didn't have time to get to the
$

. 16 ones we are talking about?*

E
M

g l'7 MR. NEUMAN: No.

$
.14fol M 18

.

19g
n

20

21 ;

(J
23

''

CJ
25
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I:no. MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, in that case --

2 JUDGE PARIS: How do you answer my question? You-

3 did spend three full days but still did not have time?
, ,

() 4 MR. NEUMAN: After a while it became obvious by

5j the depth of the inquiry that,we were faced with, and we

$ 6m asked Mr. Van Susteren for an index to the company's file
R
b 7 to help us in our efforts and he produced that.
K,

] 8 JUDGE PARIS: At the beginning or the end of the
d

9 three days?

MR. NEUMAN: Yes.
3
m

f JUDGE PARIS: At the beginning or the end of the --<

MR. NEUMAN: Excuse me, toward the end. This
c,

() 13 was toward the end of the first round, as it became

E 14W obvious we weren't being overly efficient.
$
2 15 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Just a moment. This was towardw
e

d I0 the end of the first day that the State's ~ representatives
m

hI came down to the Decatur headquarters, not toward the end
=
5 18 of the first round.m
C

19
8 MR. NEUMAN: Not that the index was produced,
"

i

i Bill. That's what I'm making a point, is that the index

21 was produced late in the first round, and from that index
'

(]) we have attempted to make more narrow specific requests

23
for files.

(]) MR. VAN SUSTEREN: In response to that, your

25 Honor, let me say that when the State's representatives
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I came down that first day, they asked to see the documents

2 that would be produced under those interrogatories, not

3 just this QA-QC one we are talking about now, but there

() 4 was another one that asked for all documents relating to

5 the management of construction of safety related facilities

8 6 at Clinton Power Station.e
R
R 7 Now, if you want to see a lot of documents, that's-

A

k 0 the way to get them. I showed them files that related to
d
d 9 the construction of safety related facilities of the.

7 l

o

h
10 Clinton Power Station and there were a lot of them.

=

fII
As far as the index, all they had to do was pull

d 12z those file drawers open and go right down and look at each
a

() 13 tab. Anything they wanted to look at that day was avail-

E 14w able.
$
2 15 Now, admittedly, that information was also setw
z
: 16

g forth in an index, a separate document. They asked for

G 17 that index. I gave it to them. But from the very begin-
w
5
m 18 ning they had an opportunity to examine the very files in ,=
#

19
g which these documents were kept.

20 There was no attempt on the part of the Applicant s

21 i

to produce certain documents in a certain order. They

() had free rein. They had time allouad to them in first

23 round discovery. If_.they needed more time they should ;

have asked this Board for that time, filed a motion for(])
25 extension.of" time in which to complete that discovery.

..

|
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1 They didn't do it. They went on.to second round

2 discovery and they are now using the second round discovery

3 as an excuse to complete what they should have completed

() 4 in the first round.

5 There has to be a limit to how many times per-

| 6 sonnel of the Illinois Power Company has to sit down, open
R -

C
E 7 up these files, disrupt the normal routine at headquarters
M

$ 8 for the convenience of the State.
d
o; 9 ' JUDGE PARIS: It is not clear to me when you got
2
o

10 the index. You said toward the end of the first round ande
$
$ Il you seem to say toward the end of the first day. Can you
k

N I2 clarify that for me?
E

{} 13 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, your Honor. I say that

b I4 the information contained in that index was made available
5

h
15 to them the first day simply by giving them access to the

x

d I6- files in which every one of those files had a tab on it,
w

N I7 which was in the index.
$

{ 18 Now, they did request the index at that time.
E

19g Within a few days I have received a copy from the company
n

20 and I sent it over to them before their next visit to

21 company headquarters.

22
(]) JUDGE PARIS: The information was available to

23 them if they went through all those files and looked at
|

24
(]) all those tabs, right? Is that what you're telling me,

t

25 the first day? i

!
,
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1 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: The first day, yes.

() 2 JUDGE PARIS: Until they got the index from you

3 that was the case.

() 4 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: That's right, and before any

g subsequent visits they did have that index.5

?
$ 0 JUDGE PARIS: So when did they get the index,
%

$ 7 at the end of the first day or later?
M

] 8 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Shortly after the end of their
d
q 9 first visit. It may have been -- it was between the first
z

h 10 visit and the second visit in which they actually received
E

$ II the index.
-

2

I I2 Now, that is not to say that they were at a loss
3

(]) fof things to look at for the first day. They had requested13

| 14 a number of documents that had to be collected and assemblec.
$

h
15 and they were collected and assembled in a conference room

x

j 16 and that was a productive discovery period for the State.
e

h
I7 They had an opportunity to look at all those documents.

b 18 As I say, they could have looked too, I would
_

E I9g estimate, on the order of 10 or 15 file. drawers of docu-
n

20 ments, and it would have taken five or ten minutes to

21 glance over the tabs that were on each of the individual

22 files and pick whichever one they wanted.{}
23 Frankly, it was near the end of the day. They

)

24 already had been working for some period of time on the
s

25 documents that had been assembled and made available in

:
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a conference room, and they wouldn't have had time to lookI

(")% 2 at any of the documents that we are talking about at thats

3 time anyway.

() 4 The specificity in that index, your Honor, is' >

5 pointed out in this answer -- in my letter to Mr. Willman

| 6 in response to his document request 12 through 17. It's

R
& 7 clear that the documents he is requesting in the second
s
% 8 round are based on the entries in that index, show exactly
d
* 9 which files were available, files'that were available to
z.

10 him throughout the whole first round of discovery. It's

=

$ II not our fault that they didn't have enough time to look
k

N I2 at them.
o

13 MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, my recollection of(])
| 14 when we received that index was toward the end of the
$

h
15 first round. Now, I can check and make sure of that, but

=

y 16 I believe it was, say, a week or so before the end of
M

II first round. That was the time frame that we were working
e

IO with.

E
II

8 Moreover, as Mr. Van Susteren.has pointed out,
n

20 some of those documents were not located at Decatur head-
21 quarters when we were looking at some of the documents.

22 Others were out at the plant site itself.(])
23 CHAIRMAN CLARK: In your motion to allow dis-

{) covery dated April 29th, you make quite a point or the

25 date of November the lith, 1981. Was that when you stopped

|
|
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I the first round of discovery?

2 MR. WILLMAN: I believe the reference is N'ovember

3 16th, which was the deadline for filing'the second round
,

O '

;4 discovery for a11 parties in o1 vee.

5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: But then essentially you had

@ 6 finished your first round discovery by November lith?
R
b 7 '

You had to have some time to write the second one.
a
j 8 MR. WILLMAN: I believe it would be more accurate
d

9 to say we had finished our second round discovery request-

10 by November the 16th, under the schedule that we had.
=
k II CHAIRMAN CLARK: What is the basis of this
it

f I2 November lith date in your pleading, is what I'm trying
c

13 to find out. That's your motion to allow discovery on

I4 Prairie Alliance's contention No. 2 dated April 29th of
$
g 15 this year.
e

iE I0 MR. WILLMAN: That should be the date when all
as

h
I7 parties were to have filed their second round discovery

=
$ 18 request. After that second round there is no provision-

E
39

8 under our schedule for any further discovery.
n

0 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Sc.y that again.

MR. WILLMAN: The date -- I am not looking at

22O 1,__ ,se ,,,, ,s,,1,s,sevemse, 1e,s. ,

CHAIRMAN CLARK: This is a mistyping then, this

) November lith?

5 MR. WILLMAN: It should be November 16th, which

|| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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i

I I think is the deadline for the second round.

2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: But you would have discovery

3 with regard to the second round, would you not? It would

O 4 be 3uee the first round thee wou1d be c1osed on November

g5 16th, is that right?

6 MR. WILLMAN: No, the second round would be --
~

9
b 7 is the request that we made to the Applicants were to have
M

| 8 been filed, were filed by Novembar 16th and that was it.
d

9
. There were only two rounds of discovery that were provided

, _

for in the schedule. _

iii
I| CHAIRMAN CLARK: Should I put November 16th in

f I2 place of November lith on this?
o

O =|
' MR. W LLMAN: That's probably a typographical

I4
-error, yes.

$
.

h CHAIRMAN CLARK: I found something out. And it
a:

I0 appears also on the last page, because you there charac-

terize it as the date for filing second round discovery
,

a:

5 18 requests.
h
8 JUDGE FERGUSON: Mr. Neuman, very briefly, let
n

20 me recount what I have learned from your statements.

I There was a time in which you did in fact visit !

|] the headquarters of the Applicant. You looked at some

3 documents, and based on what Mr. Van Susteren has said,

those documents are fairly voluminous.(]
'25 After reviewing those documents, you found that .

!
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I there were other documents that you wanted to review.

O 2 8 eea oa whee ar- vea susterea ne- seia, eneee aooumeate

3 were very voluminous. You and your document entitled

] 4 " State of Illinois Second Set of Interrogatories to Appli-

5 cants" request all Baldwin Associates quality control or

h 6 quality. assurance audit reports including, but not limited,
R
$ 7 to a number that you have specified. -

3
8 8 Now, very briefly, do you recall what the volume
d
ci 9 of those audit reports that you are now requesting to see
z

10 or copies of in this Item 4 in your request?
25
:::

$ II MR. NEUMAN: Those particular ones, the sub-
it

f I2 categories --

S
g

13 JUDGE FERGUSON: I read "All Baldwin Associate

b I4 quality control or quality assurance audit reports."
$

h
15 As I said before, based on what Mr. Van Susteren

a:

g 16 has said, those are very voluminous reports.
as

h
I7 My simple question to you is are you asking

a:

{ 18 permission to see those, copies of them, or just what
E I9g do you want in Item No. 4 regarding QA and QC audit reports?
n

20 MR. NEUMAN: My request would be the least

2I burdensome option, would be to see those documents.

22p JUDGE FERGUSON: Have you not been permitted to
L)

23 see them?

24 MR. NEUMAN: No, I'm not telling you that we
O

25 haven't been permitted to see them, no.
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I JUDGE FERGUSON: Are you saying that you have not

2 been permitted to see them?

3 MR. NEUMAN: No, I'm not sayingrthat. We are

() 4 definitely not taking that position.

5y MR. FERGUSON: Back to you, Mr. Van Susteren, for
4

! 0
'

a m6 ment. Have they in fact been available, those Baldwin
R
b 7 Associates audit, QC and QA audit reports?
M

$ 8 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, they have, your Honor.
d

9
. JUDGE FERGUSON: Were they available at the

10 time you made the other reports available to the State?
=

k II MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, they were, your Honor.
E

g 12 They were available throughout the entire time allotted
o

() f13 for first round discovery.

I415
$
2 15

s '

j 16
e

6 17

:
M 18
= ,

19
8
n

20

21 ,

;

,e~ 22
5

23
t

24

25
,

,
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1 JUDGE FERGUSON: And Mr. Neuman, you.'re'asking !

(]) 2 to see those again, is that what I understand?s

3 MR. NEUMAN: I wouldn't characterize it again.

(]) 4 That's the basis of my motion, yes, we are asking to see !

i

e 5 that. :

$ !

8 6 JUDGE PARIS: Wa e those documents in one of those
e

R i

g 7 15 file drawers you mentioned?

s
] 8 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, most of those

d
d 9 documents were out at the plant site, but the State
i

h 10 was informed of that at their first visit to Illinois Power
E
I 11 headquarters and the offer was extended at that time to
$
e 12 bring them out to the site to review those documents if
$
a
d I; they wished. That offer remained open throughout theOS -

E 14 entire first round of discovery. ,-

w
$
2 15 JUDGE PARIS: Did you ever go to the site,
$

.- 16 Mr. Neuman?
3
M

d 17 MR. NEUMAN: No, we did not.

U
$ 18 JUDGE PARIS: Why didn't you go to the site?
-

k
19 MR. NEUMAN: As I said, this is in the context

R
20 of a much broader discovery inquiry. We did not

:

21 have the opportunity or the time to de that.

22 JUDGE PARIS: You didn't have the time to go,

23 out there?

i
*

l 24 MR. NEUMAN: Excuse me?

| 25 JUDGE PARIS: Are you telling me you did not have
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1 time to go out there.

2 MR. NEUMAN: Yes, in the context of the other{)
3 discovery or document review and other work that we were

4 doing, yes. -

)
e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, just for my information, ,

!

$ 6 if we allowed you to see these things, would you look at
R
d 7 them now or would you still be too short of time?
a
{ 8 MR. NEUMAN: We would definitely make time, your
d
d 9 Honor.
i

h 10 JUDGE PARIS: Are they still out at the site?

$ 11 MR.. VAN SUSTEREN: Yes, they are, your Honor.
B

y 12 JUDGE PARIS: How many file drawers are out
5
d 13 there?

CD :
h 14 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, I would have to i

$ '

2 15 go out and check to make sure, but there are a large
a
g 16 number of documents. The QA and QC programs have been
w

6 17 in effect for a long time and Baldwin Associates have
$
$ 18 conducted a number of audits.
_

E
19 CHAIRMAN CLARK: After they perform thoseg ,

n

20 audits do they report what they find to the Staff of |

21 the Commission or are they simply -- do they simply

22 report them to the applicant and that's the end of it?

O 23 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, those reports are

24 certainly available to the Commission Staff. I don't know

O 25 whether every one of them is reviewed by the Staff.
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Does the Staff know whether

(]) 2 the Staff reviews those or not?

3 MR. GODDARD: The Staff audits them, I believe,

4 on a random or intermittent basis. These audits are made[])
'

e 5 known, I believe, to our resident inspector at the
$ '

h 6 facility and it's within his discretion as to what he
R
& 7 observes or participates in.
M

] 8 CHAIRMAN. CLARK: Like all of his auditing, it
d
d 9 has to be sort of a spot-check to a certain extent because :

i

h 10 of time limitations.
$
g 11 MR. GODDARD: That is correct.
B

y 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: So they are available to him,
5

~

13 but he may not have the time to read them all.

| 14 MR. GODDARD: That's right. They're also '

$
2 15 available, of course, to Region 3 inspection enforcement
$
*

16 personnel. The nature of their review of these items '
g
w

d 17 I don't know. I do know that they certainly can request
$
$ 18 and receive the review of those documents at such time '

.

E I

19 as they desire.g
n

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Does the applicant review those i

21 reports regularly or does the applicant merely have access

22 to them and doesn't have time either to look at them?

O
23 (Laughter.)

24 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, I can't speak
!

25 to that directly, but I would assume that it's part of the
]|

I
,
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I applicant's ongoing review that they also look at those |

{]) 2 documents.

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK: On a spot-check basis or do

4 they review them all?(])
e 5 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: I can't answer that, your

h
8 6 Honor. I just don't know.
e
R
& 7 JUDGE PARIS: Is there anyone present from the

3
8 8 company who can --

d
d 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: There could be a gold mine here
i

h 10 that's never been dug.
3
$ 11 JUDGE PARIS: I'm just beginning to wonder if
$
o 12 there is anyone who ever has time to look at all those
Eo
d 13 documents.

( 0
E I.4 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, I think a lot
w
$
2 15 of these reports, particularly the Baldwin Associates
$
j 16 Audit, may go to a very fine level of detail. In many
e

cases we are talking about a very particular area of6 17

5
$ 18 the plant or particular operation, and to the extent
-

k
19 that these audits are r" viewed doesn't mean that everyone

8
n

20 all the way up the chain of command is going to have

21 the opportunity or time to look at them.

22 When it reaches the level of supervision that

23 is in charge of that particular area, one would hope that

1

24 that's where the process would end. Quite frankly, I'm '

^

25 reluctant to produce thase documents at this point, not
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1 because there's anything in there that I think would

() 2 give the State any help in its case, in fact, I think they

3 would find a kind of welter of detail that would just
.

(]) 4 bog them down and steer them elsewhere, but once again,

e 5 it's another disruption to the company's operation. It's

@ 6 another imposition on the company's attorneys and personnel
R
& 7 to go through what should have been gone through in the
3
8 8 time allotted in the first rcund.
d
d 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, I think the Board is

b
g 10 going to have to weigh certain factors here. Certainly
Ej 11 it is the applicant in all discovery proceedings is--

B

g 12 put to a great deal of trouble by intervenors coming in
5

(]} 13 and I'm sure you are no exception to that rule.

| 14 on the other hand, to recapitulate what I said
$
2 15 this morning, the Atomic Energy Commission was originally
$
g 16 created to guard the public health and safety, and one
e
g 17 of the basic tools for guarding the public health and
$
$ 18 safety are the QA and QC programs. They are really some-
-

0
19 thing that just must work if the Commission is to do its,

M i

20 job, and, of course, these programs are run by the_

21 applicant and its contractor with a review by the Commission ,-
,

22 of course. It is such an important part of the whole

23 ; program that we have to weigh the possibility that

24 scmething important would be missed versus the imposition
)

25 on the applicant.
I

i
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I We are not going to rule on this today, but

() 2 I want you to understand the considerations that'make us wan t

3 to give careful thought to what we are going to require

() '

4 of you.

e 5

U
I must say that personally I am concerned not

$ 6 only with these reports, but I'm interested in any other
R
b 7 QA or QC reports that may happen between now and the time
3
$ 8 we have our hearing, because I personally, and I think
d
q 9 my other board members would agree with me, we are quite
6

h
10 anxious to fulfill our duties, to do what we can to assure

=

$ II ourselves that this plant is so constructed and will be
B

N I2 so operated as to take due care for the public health
5

(]) 13 and safety. It is just the kind of thing that you can't

| 14 toss off and regard lightly.
$
g 15 And so while I don't want to render a decision
x

y 16 today, I just want you to know this is a very seriouse

f I7 matter as far as we are concerned and we may be put to

18 more trouble for that reason, and those comments apply,

E I9g with equal strength to numbers 12, 13 -- 12 through 17,
n

20 I expect.

2I MR. VAN SUSTEREN: Your Honor, those documents

22() requested in 12 through 17 do not necessarily relate

23 QA cr QC matters, and again, I point out to your Honor

24 that these documents were specifically made available

25 under the very headings on which they are requested.
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1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I understand that, but I think

2 I want to say this to you This Board is not hearing in{)
3 the same framework that you would have had to parties

4 trying a tort case before a judge in an ordinary court.
[])

e 5 It is true that your arguments are quite persuasive and
E

h 6 deserve careful consideration, but as I have tried to

a
8 7 explain to you, the weight of our obligation to protect

M
8 8 the public health and safety as best we can is so great

0
d 9 that is something we can not lightly pass over.
i s

h 10 Yes?
E I

j 11 JUDGE FERGUSON: In keeping with what Judge Clark
k
d 12 has just said, I think it would help the record and
3
d 13 certainly give some assistance to the Board if someone
S

| 14 who represents the applicant could respond to the question

$
2 15 I would like to ask.
$
j 16 I assume that there is a program of QA -- a
w

$ 17 QA-QC program, there are persons who are involved in

s
5 18 that program who periodically write reports regarding
-

h
19 matters that that program covers. These reports presumably

g
n

20 are audited by an organization, Baldwin Associates,

21 perhaps.

22 The question I would like to ask -- and this I

O
23 would like to get into the record for the benefit of the

could you tell us what24 Board in its review later --

O
25 procedures the company has developed such that problems
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1 regarding QC or QA, how those problems are identified

() 2 and how they are treated?

I

3 Let me make the question a little clearer by

(]) 4 an example. Let me assume that a QA matter comes up,

5 something that everyone is concerned about. A report

h 6 is written about that. matter. That report is filed in

9
$ 7 a file drawer somewhere. Persumably'some action is taken.

A
g 8 We heard some testimony on that earlier this morning.
d
d 9 When Baldwin Associates does the'ir audit and
i

h 10 they find this report of a QA matter that was of some
n
j 11 concern, it was dealt with, they audit the report,
3

g 12 and they may identify this particular item that in fact
5

13 was dealt with perhaps in a satisfactory way, perhaps in
{])

| 14 not a satisfactory way, can you tell us what the company
a
2 15 does in such a case where an audit reveals something
$
g 16 that should have been handled differently than it was
M ,

d 17 handled?
$
$ 18 What I'm trying to get into the record is a
-

k
19 response the company makes to not only QA-QC reports, butg

i n

20 audits of those reports.

21 Is the questien clear?

22 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: It may not be, Judge Ferguson.

23 JUDGE FERGUSON: I think what we are talking

24 about here in this QA audits or QA reports is the same

25 thing, but basically the way the QA function works is that

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 an audit team goes out to investigate the operation

2 of a particular plant function and then prepares a report

3 based on that audit.

() 4 Now, that report is reviewed by whoever it is

g that's responsible for seeing that particular operation5

"

{ 6 is carried out in a satisfactory manner. If the audit
G
E 7 report indicates that there is a problem, corrective action
s
8 8 is ordered and follow-up audit is taken to make sure that
d
C 9 in fact that action was carried out,
i
o
@ 10 Now, this entire process is carried out under
E

h 11 procedures that have been assembled in Illinois Power's
3

g 12 QA-OC procedures manual and also in the Baldwin Associates

({} m
13 QA rnd QC procedures manual.

h 14 These procedures and these manuals were produced
$
g 15 in response to the State's first round of discovery.
e
y 16 In fact, those were the documents primarily that were in
w

6 17 the conference room that occupied the State's attention
5

{ 18 on the first day of document review.

E
19 JUDGE FERGUSON: Let me interrupt you f or a moment.g

" l

20 I don't want to get into that. I simply want to make the

21 record very clear that we do not simply develop reports --

22 at least the company does not simply develop reports and(])
23 nothing is done about them, they are filed away in a

24{} file drawer somewhere and nothing ever happens to them.

25 We heard earlier that they are very voluminous
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1 and people seldom have a chance to read them all, but that
O statement is not really true, is it, that each report isU 2

3 in fact read and a response is given to each report, is

O 4 thee correct 2

16fol =5:
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1 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: That is correct, your Honor.

() 2 Every report is read and evaluated by the person who is-

3 responsible for that particular area of operations. If '

(]) 4 this target or the subject of the audit is a fairly narrow

e 5 area,'it might be reviewed at a lower level of supervision. {
h -

@ 6 If it is a report that covers a wide variety of operations, j

R
& 7 it's going to be reviewed at higher management levels.
3
g 8 JUDGE FERGUSON: I see. Well, I think that helps
a
d 9 the record. .

io
g 10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: And if the report meets certain
!
j 11 criteria then it has to be reported to the Commission,
*

y 12 does-it not?
5

13 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: That's correct, your Honor. I[])
h 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: So if it's the kind the Commission [
$

'

2 15 thinks is sufficiently serious that it should know about
U

g 16 it, then you have to report it to the Commission.
M

d 17 MR. VAN SUSTEREN: That's correct, your Honor.
$
5 18 The company is very aware of the rules requiring reporting.
m
#

19 They are strictly followed,g
n

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: And then what does the Commission '

21 do about it when they get such a report?

22 MR. GODDARD: Well, if the NRC receives a report I

23 under the provisions of either Part 21 or Section 50.55 (e)

24 of 10 CFR, they will-take the action that is required by [73
Q) '

25 regulation as relevant to the item.

,
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1 With regard to the provisions of Section 5 0.55 (e)- -

O 2 I will let Mr. Gutierrez speak to this since he has had
i

3 quite a bit of experience with it in regard to the South

Q 4 Texas proceeding.

e 5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Go ahead.
h

h 6 MR. GUTIERREZ: Your Honor, what is required 'is
R
g 7 that the applicant, upon notifying the Commission of a
s
[ 8 50.55(e) violation, is to set forth right in that notific-

O
d 9 ation of proposed corrective action together with a

g$
I

10 timetable for implementing that corrective action. .

,

E
'

{ 11 In turn, the Commission's offices of inspection
a
g 12 and enforcement review that proposed corrective action and
3

13 if the NRC does not find that proposed action sufficient

| 14 it will require the applicant to go back and.prcpose
$
2 15 additional remedies.
$
y 16 If in the NRC reviewer's mind the proposed
d

.

g' 17 corrective action is adequate, it will follow up in a
$
$ 18 subsequent I&E inspection to see that in fact the

5 >

19 corrective action was implemented and that will work itselfg
n

20 into an I&E report. This is all done through a tracking
.

21 system.

22 So any time anything is reported to the NRC,

23 through the 5 0.55 (e) process, the NRC not only reviews

24 the proposed corrective action, but follows up to make

25 sure that that proposal has been implemented.
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I CHAIRMAN CLARK: Just so the record may be

() 2 clear, if the applicant doesn't do what the Staff says,

3 what remedies does the Staff have?

() 4 MR. GUTIERREZ: Well, the Staff could bring

5 any number of remedies to bear including a stop work

| 6 order.
R

7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Including a stop work order, and
N

| 8 sometimes it does use that remedy, does it not?
O

o} 9 MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes.
$

h
10 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Do you have any questions?

=
$ II I think this helps to give a little flavor to
S

j 12 the problem, and we will try to give you an answer on it
S

() g 13 in the not-too-far distant future,

b I4 Are there any other matters that we have not
$
g 15 discussed that are before us at this time?
m

E I0 MR. WILLMAN: Your Honor, this is Mr. Willman.
M

h
I7 You have referred to the State's motion to allow further

a
5 18 discovery on Prairie Alliance contention 2. That was_

E
39g filed, I think, several days ago, and so.the time period

n

| for responding has not lapsed.
20

21 I don't know if you want to consider that now.

22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: This is the April 27th motion?{
23 MR. WILLMAN: Yes.

24 CHAIRMAN CLARK: April 29th. Well, I think we

25 have discussed that to sor.a quite some extent. It may

,
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'

I be -- in fact, there is still some time for other parties

2 to respond to it before we can act on it.{}
3 MR. WILLMAN: I just want to call that to your

4 attention.(),

5 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I just want to know if wee

E

| 6 had discussed the various items bef, ore. We can't act

9
g 7 on this until we get the other parties' pleadings, but
;

] 8 we have tried to teuch on everything that's pending.

d
d 9 That leaves the only last thing that we need to

b
$ 10 talk about today, and that is the scheduling of future
E

{ 11 events.
3

y 12 MR. ZABEL: Judge Clark, Sheldon Zabel. If
-

S
g~g g 13 I might in that connection, we have a motion we would
v m

| 14 like to file today with respect to the hearing, which

$
2 15 I will serve on the parties and will serve by mail.
U

j 16 It ic essentially a request by Illinois Power, supported
W

6 17 by a number of civic organizations in the City of Clinton,
5
$ 18 to hold the evidentiary hearings in the City of Clinton.
=

19 I don't expect responses obviously at this point
n

20 in time, but I would like to put that on the record.

21 We have been asked by these groups, they have solicited

22 us. We think it is appropriate to hold that hearing in

O
23 the City of Clinton.

24 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I trust you have named some

25 suitable locations.
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I MR. ZABEL: We have indeed, your Honor. i
p

() 2 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Good. -
.

;-

3 JUDGE PARIS: I think in this connection the Board

() 4 would welcome suggestions from Staff or any of the parties'

5 with regard to locations. We obviously can't have the

| 6 hearing here, and so we need to find a place that |(,

-

7 will be convenient for everyone, proper for an adjudicatory
X :

] 8 proceeding and affordable by the taxpayers. f.

d i

& 9 CHAIRMAN CLARK: By that he means that we will |
z

10 not have to pay too much rent for the property. j
iE

'. $ II MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, the Staff would request f
3

g 12 approx imately - a ten minute recess at this point in time, f
i 3

{} g 13 if that doesn't interfere with the Board's schedule.

| 14 We would like to take, a look at this motion f

n i
and I feel confident we can offer some preliminary comments [h 15

" |

j 16 at this time. [
W

~

h
I7 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Very well. We will now recess

ix

{ 18 for ten minutes. f

E i
II (Recess taken.)g

20 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Back on the record. ,

i
t

21 Mr. Goddard. !
)
i

22 MR. GODDARD: Becausa the intervenors would be I

() '

23 most af f ected by this motion, I would defer to Mr. Kodner.

24 Let him address the applicant's motion first.
(2) .

25 MR. KODNER: Yes. As with the NRC Staff, my
-

.

L

,
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I comments today aren't intended to waive any right to

(]) 2 present a written response to this motion. However, I ;

|

3 would like to state that the only intervenors in this case r
:

{} 4 all reside in Champaign-Urbana and that is the Prairie
i

e 5 Alliance.
A

6 This would work as.an inconvenience to them and ;
R
6 7 we do feel that since the hearings were h~ eld in Champaign i

!

$s 8 before and the means to bring to the public's attention !

O
c; 9 these public hearings are pretty much concentrated in the ;

'
e
$ 10 Champaign area, in terms of news media, we feel that this j

-z
= 1

$ 11 is a logical site for the hearings to take place. ,

* !

{ 12 Additionally, while there has been apparently [
a t

13 several letters filed by civic organizations in Clinton
)

! 14 in favor of having the hearing held over there, I think
$
g 15 it is pretty _ apparent that these people weren't interested
e ,

g 16 enough in the proceedings to formally intervene when they :

w .

6 17 could have from the very beginning.
$

{ 18 So just very briefly, we think that this is the !

E
19g logical place to have the hearings and that the parties

n

20 who have the greatest amount of involvement in the cass
:

21 are located in Champaign Urbana.
:

22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Thank you, sir.

23 Does the Staff want to make a comment now? [
,

| 24 MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir. I'll preface my remarks

O
25 by saying that the NRC Staff is capable of litigating this

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 proceeding at any location.
1

{} 2 The Staff would observe that there are certain

3 items which are perhaps most relevant to persons living

4 in the immediate vicinity of the Clinton Station, for
)

e 5 instance, the emergency plan. The City of Clinton is
3
m

8 6 within the ten mile plume, pathway or EPZ, and accordingly
e
R
R 7 there are certain aspects of this proceeding which might

M
8 0 well be most relevant to those persons within the area

Id
d 9 of the City of Clinton, as is pointed.out in the applicant's i

io
@ 10 motion.
3
5 11 However, the Staff does not feel that this is ;

$
6 12 a compelling reason to hold the entire hearings at Clinton.
3
m
d 13 being somewhat familiar with.the area myself, I think
*

@ 14 that the accommodations are far inferior to those which

$
2 15 might be available in any of the larger communities
$ ,

y 16 surrounding the site, namely, Champaign, Springfield,
e

d 17 Decatur or Bloomington-Normal.
E
5 18 Second, Clinton is not served by an airport
-

k
19 to the extent that Champaign or Springfield or Decatur

8e
20 are served, and this is of concern to the Staff with regard ;

21 to bringing out the numerous witnesses tha t we are going

22 to have to make available once we get into the evidentiary

J
23 hearing. A large amount of NRC staff time as well as

24 travel expenditures would be required over and abcVe that

)
25 at any of the cities which are served by airports.

|
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1 The applicant proposed Decatur as a secondary

() I site in case Clinton is not chosen the primary site. The |

3 Staff's position would be that incsmuch as all of the

(]) 4 surrounding cities are virtually equally accessible if

5 Clinton were not to be chosen as the site of the hearings

| 6 that definite consideration should be given to the
R
& 7 Champaign-Urbana area as the site for hearings inasmuch as

| 8 the intervention has come from this area. .Each of the
d
d 9 individual intervenors who are known to me are residents
$
$ 10 of the Champaign-Urbana area, and to the extent that the
E

$ 11 intervention in this case is to be fully effective, which
k

i 12 is the intent of the Atomic Energy Act, which I know this
5

13 aoard and the parties would like to encourage, I will

! 14 do everything possible to make this proceeding as easy
$

15 as possible for the intervenors to participate on their

*

16
'

g home territory.
w

6 17 Certainly the NRC Staff and the applicant have
U
$ 18 greater resources and could better facilitate movement

E
19g ;f the hearing away from the Clinton site to Champaign

n

20 than if the intervenors were forced to travel to another

21 location.

22 Again I will state that the NRC staff is capable

23 of litigating this proceeding in any location and based upon
i
'

24 my review of this motion and the ccmments I have made here,fsO
25 I do not feel that a written response from the Staff will
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1 be forthcoming. We will waive our right to respond in

{} 2 writing.

3 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Goddard, what is the highway

{]) 4 distance from Champaign to Decatur? If we had it in

e 5 Decatur, how far would the intervenor have to travel?
b

$ 6 MR. GODDARD: I haven't traveled it too often.
R
$ 7 I b'elieve the other day when I drove down it was approxi-
M
8 8 mately 36 miles once you were actually on Interstate 72,
d

o[ 9 which would probably be, oh, another 7 or 8 miles from
$ :

$ 10 this location, approximately 45 miles to the outskirts of !

E
=
g 11 Decatur.
3 *

g 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Does anyone else have a topic
3

- 13 you would like to bring up at this time?

17folh 14

$
2 15

g 16
w

d 17

:
M 18
_
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tima j MR. ZABEL: Just one brief comment, your Honor,

(]) 2 and I'm sure counsel will be filing a response, but I

3 just don't want it left unsaid that the fact that people
l

4 chose not to intervene formally in this proceeding ik(])
e 5 not to suggest that the people in the City of Clinton
U
8 6 are not concerned or interested in the proceeding, and
e

7 in fact, more interested, at least more immediately
w

8 8 interested in many ways than the City of Champaign or poss-
n
d
d 9 ibly Decatur or Bloomington.
i

h 10 Formal intervention is simply formal intervention.
3
5 11 It is not a prerequisite to interest or concern, and
$
d 12 certainly, as Mr. Goddard indicated at least on one
E
o
d 13 contention, the emergency plan, I would think the citizens

( S

E 14 of Clinton would be especially interested to hear that
W
$
2 15 evidentiary hearing, assuming that contention remains
a

.- 16 until that point, because they are obviously the most
3
M

g 17 interested, and as the Prairie Alliance in their initial

$
$ 18 filing in this proceeding represented that they were
-

b
19 representing the health and welfare of all the people,

R

20 I would think they too would'be concerned about that.

21 MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark.

22 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Yes.

O
23 MR. GODDARD: If I may respond briefly to that,

24 Staff would certainly not oppose a separate hearing for

25 approximately one week's duration in the City of Clinton

i

l
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1 for the purpose of litigating the emergency plan and

() 2 contention, assuming that remains in the case and taking

3 any limited appearances from that area.

A
(_) 4 Similarly, to the extent that numerous persons

e 5 from any of the other surrounding communities, namely,
d

! | 6 Springfield or Bloomington-Normal or Decatur were to
%

| 6 7 express an interest in the proceeding, the Staff would
A

| 8 support holding such hearings as were necessary there for
0

- c 9 the purpose of taking limited appearance statements.
i ,

o
$ 10 Hovever, for the purpose of litigating the

$
$ 11 majority of the evidentiary hearings, we would support
S

y 12 the siting of the hearings at the convenience of the
3

13 intervenors, Prairie Alliance. Thank ycu.(])
| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That does raise a question I

$
2 15 meant to ask. What is the status of the emergency planning I

$ !
l

y 16 program?
w

d 17 /R . ZABEL: To my knowledge, your Honor, we are
$
$ 18 waiting on the state.
.

k
19 CHAIRMAN CLARK: That's the usual situation.

g
n

20 MR. ZABEL: I know. I'm sure your Honor has
.

21 heard that answer before in this and other proceedings.
|

22 I have not talked to EEDA, the State Department,
Os%

23 and had a report in some time as to what the status of the

24 preparation of the State plan is.

25 MR. WILLMAN: I can give you a very general
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1 response as to where the State stands on the emergency plan.
A
\_/ 2 I believe the original schedule was to start on thaf

3 plan in the fall of this year, to have it completed by

.() 4 sometime the spring of next year, but that schedule may

e 5 change now that the fuel load date has been moved back,
k
h 6 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, you know, that's what I'm

%
$ 7 afraid of. If they let this drop for another year because
3
| 8 of the changing of the rest of the program, that program
d
C 9 may not be ready at'the hearing. We really won't have

,

!
$ 10 the information at that time.
E

$ .11 I would like to have it~ and I would like to see i
.

3

y 12 the pressure kept on the State. I realize you can't make >

%
13 them do anything, but I would like to see the State and(}

h 14 the local authorities kept on this if there is any

$
2 15 reasonable way to do it so we can round that situation ,

5
g' 16 out before this hearing.
d

17 MR. ZABEL: We would not do anything unreasonable ,

,

b 18 your Honor, but we will do our best to keep that moving.
,

E
19 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I thought we were going to talk

g
n

20 a little bit about scheduling.

'

21 Ncw, your SSER, again I don't believe I have

22 my notes, is going to be in June of this year.
[)

23 MR. GODDARD: June 30th is the proposed date

'

24 (or the issuance of Supplemental 1 to the SER. However,

)
25 if it turns out there is not a significant amount of

|
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I new material to be released at that time based upon input

O 2 , rom the ap,11 cant ane the Sea,,.s review thereo,, then'

3 it is conceivable, it is fairly likely that that date

O will slip into August or September in order that a4

5 meaningful supplement can be put out. The Staff does not

6 adhere to the June 30th date simply to get another document
8
S 7 on stream.
A
g 8 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, looking to the hearing
d
ci 9 itself or jumping all the way to there, I have a feelingz

10 we ought to consider some time perhaps in May of next year.
=

$ II Have you any feeling on that?
3

f I2 MR. GODDARD: As was indicated this morning, Judge
e
g

13 Clark, the parties are engaging in ongoing negotiations

{ 14 with a view towards settling a number of the issues in this
$

h
15 case.

x

g 16 To the extent that they are not settled, the Staff
as

h
I7 is of the position that a number of these would be ripe

x
IO for litigation sometime this year. At this point we have,.,.

E

g I believe, 8 or 9 admitted contentions from the initial

20
contentions of the Prairie Alliance. We have a potential

2I
for additional issues being let into the proceeding through '

22
the proposed supplemental contentions and through the State

23
of Illinois' submitted statement of issues.

24 Accordingly, I think that a number of these wouldO
25

be ripe for litigation sometime later this year or very
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I
|

1 likely in 1983. I think the emergency plan conversely |

() 2 would be one of the latest items'.to be litigated.
,

3 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Are you thinking of holding |

() 4 two separate hearings possibly?

e 5 MR. GODDARD: If we were to litigate all of
5

| 6 these contentions which are presently admitted, I see a
R
R 7 fairly lengthy evidentiary hearing taking place. According-
3
{ S ly, I certainly would not object to breaking that up into
d
q 9 a couple or several segments rather than holding one
$
$ 10 continuous hearing which would run for weeks or perhaps
E
z

Il months.Q
S

y 12 Again, I realize it's within the discretion of
5

13 the Board. I'm only trying to pr} ovide some guidance at(])
E 14 this point.
$

15 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Our time to get your feel of

g 16 how you felt about it. We have a year now. I don't want
w

17 to waste it and yet I don't feel that we ought to have
m

{ 18 a final hearing, the final hearing too far away from when
F" 19g the plant is going to be completed.
n

20 MR. GODDARD: In the opinion of the Staff, Judge

2I Clark, there are a number of contentions which are strictly

22 items dealing with hardware on which the Staff has
)

23 completed all review, which are susceptible of litigation

24 at any time.

25 We certainly could have met the August 1982
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I schedule had we been forced to do so on all contentions.

(]) 2 I see no reason why we cannot proceed at that point or

3 some time later this year with regard to a number of

4 these contentions which have been fully reviewed by the(])
5 Staff and which in all foreseeability are not likaly

| 6 to be subject to change by virtue of Commission rulings'

R
& 7 or action. ~

K

| 8 JUDGE PARIS: Is the weather pretty nice,

d
d 9 Mr. Goddard here in, say, February? ,

is

h 10 MR. GODDARD: I only went to school here for
3

h 11 seven years, your Honor. No, it's not very nice at all.
W

j 12 It's not bad in September or October, though.
~

c
13 MR. KODNER: In 19837 .{)

h 14 MR. GODDARD: '82.

u
-

2 15 MR. KODNER: If I may interject, your Honor,
E

.~ 16 with the additional slippage, Prairie Alliance feels that
.$

6 17 we have been given a little bit of an opportunity to
5
E 18 breathe now and to fully prepare our case,
s
#

19 Uhat the parties discussed at the settlement
H

20 conference last week was the NRC Staff submitting to

21 Prairie Alliance basically written summaries of why they

22 feel our concerns should be laid at rest. If we ;

23 are given the appropriate amount of time first of all |

24 for the NRC to come up with these documents,

25 which they have done on original contentions 10 and 12, and
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1 if we are given a sufficient time to obtain expert

(]) 2 assistance and to submit these documents to those

3 individuals and to prepare a response, what we had originally

4 talked about was 30 days for the NRC to come us with
(])

e 5 their materials and 60 days thereafter for us to review

h
j 6 it and perhaps settle it right then and there or come
e

R
g 7 up with additional questions or perhaps even technical

a
8 8 presentations.

d
d 9 We think we can resolve many of these issues.
i

h 10 I certainly am not in favor of having a hearing later this
E
5 11 summer because I think we can -- I don't think there is
$
e 12 any need to since the construction is going to be continu-
Eo

13 ing for this lengthy period of time, but I think we can
{

| 14 utilize this time to reach a meaningful resolution of many

$
2 15 of the Prairie Alliance contentions.
$

.- 16 Therefore, we would ask that the hearing itself
3
d

g 17 be scheduled for perhaps May of next year, as your Honor

5
5 18 Clark had suggested.
=

19 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, of course, we will also
8n

20 consider Mr. Goddard's suggestion that we take two bites

21 at the apple and have, instead of just carrying it

22 continuously day after day, week after week, we get through-,
() |

23 we might take those which are ripe for consideration and

24 settle those and save the others for a later date.

25 MR. ZABEL: Your Honor, Sheldon Zabel. I mean nc
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1 criticism of Mr. Kodner, who is recent on the case.

' ])( 2 I'm inclined to agree with Mr. Goddard that several of

3 these issues there are nine currently left pending--

(]) 4 the Board's ruling on the supplemental -- I think six of

g 5 them are almost ready for litigation at this point.
R

$ 6 We have talked previously with Prairie Alliance at the
R
8 7 ACRS Committee meeting in Decatur in February. We met
s
] 8 with their representative and Staff brought out one of
d
d 9 its experts to discuss -- and the following month Mr.
i
o
@ 10 Kodner entered his appearance. We were to get a response
$
g 11 from Prairie Alliance within 30 days on those issues
3

g 12 that were discussed.
E

13 I now discover that that representative is{)
@ 14 no lenger even in the State, at least I have been so
$
2 15 informed. I think the schedule that was set up last
$
g 16 week of 30 days to submit information to them, 60 days
e
g 17 for them to respond, under the circumstances is fine.
$
$ 18 But I want the record to be clear that we will
-

0
19 really expect response at this time, otherwise, I amg

o

20 in firm agreement with Mr. Goddard's suggestion, and I
.

21 think six of the pending nine issues can go to hearing

- 22 on very short order. It would be more convenient for the

23 parties, I expect for the Board in reviewing the record

24 and writing opinions, te get some of them out of the way

25 early is mors convenient, and I see no reason to delay on
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1 those other than the agreement that was worked out between

2 the parties last week.

3 But I just want it clear on the record we keep

O 4 dealins with new people at the Prairie Alliance. we keep

e 5 presenting information to them and those people keep
$

$ 6 disappearing ~ without a response. I'm pleased they now/

R
$ 7 have a counsel. I hope that does not happen again, your
M

| 8 Honor.
d

18fol ci 9
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Honor 1 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, is there any way that

() 2 that schedule.could be shortened? Do you need 60 days !

!

3 after Staff gives you this proposal?

() 4 MR. KODNER: Your Honor, I think that is a

e 5 realistic period of time for us to be able to have an
$ s

| 6 intelligent response, given Prairie Alliances resources.
9
$ 7 MR. ZABEL: Your H'onor, I don't object to the

n
[ 8 60 says. I would reiterate, in February we were told
d
m; 9 by their spokesman they were going to get experts to
z

h 10 look at this material. We were told the last week in
3
=
y 11 April that they were going to get experts to look at this.
k .

p 12 I hope they do. But I hope they can do it timely is all -

-

S I ha,a no objection(]) g 13 I am saying, and I think 60 days --

'

! 14 to allowing them the 60 days after the material is sub-
$
g 15 mitted to them, but I want it clear that we would like to,
m

y 16 if those issues aren't resolved after that, if they don't
w

6 17 have specific questions for either us or the Staff to
w

18 present to them facts on on those issues, that we either

5
19 move -- that we then move forward on those issues toward

20 hearing.

21 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I'm glad to get your views

22 from all of you and I appreciate what you have told me.
{}

23 What about the State of Illinois? Does it make

24 any difference to you?,

25 MR. HILLMAN: No, we are in general agreement ,

i

|
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1 with the schedule that we set up last week. We participated

(]) 2 in those settlement meetings and it may be an efficient

3 use of everyone's time to bifurcate the hearings somehow,

(]) 4 if that is necessary. I don't think that's necessary to

e 5 make a decision right now as to how that will be done, but
E

| 6 tha t may very well be appropriate.

R
{ 7 JUDGE PARIS: As the only full-time panel member

8 on the Board, I would like to observe that a bifurcated or

d
d 9 a split evidentiary hearing is generally more convenient
i
o
g 10 for full-time panel members because we have to work
5

h 11 other cases into the gap and many weeks or months on a
3

g 12 single case makes very difficult scheduling for other
3

13 cases, so I would like to see a split.{)
| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: I don't have other cases for the
$
2 15 Commission, but I do have other activities, and the
$
g 16 bifurcated hearing would suit me quite well as tr as

W

6 17 personal convenience is concerned. How about you?
$
$ 18 JUDGE FERGUSON: I have other things that I am
_

E
19 involved in also.g

n

20 MR. KODNER: Prairie Alliance does not object to

21 the concept of a bifurcated hearing as long as the initial |

|22 hearing is set up giving us enough time to attempt to

23 resolve the issues as we have discussed previously.

24 MR. GODDARD: Judge Clark, the Staff would makeg3
V

25 a specific proposal with regard to that. The Staff is |

|
|
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1 committed to providing the Prairie Alliance and State of

O 2 Illinois with documentary evidence in the nature of

3 affidavits or excerpts from previously admitted documents,

O 4 specifically addressing portions of their contentions. [

e 5 Reference 4 of the contentions, which are now I

2
c?

@ 6 admitted, has indicated material on admitted contentions 10
|

R !

R., 7 and 12 has already been provided to the Prairie Alliance. |

M

] 8 Staff are committed to do so by the end of May. 60
d :
o 9 days for the Prairie Alliance and the State to review

$ f
'

$ 10 this material would mean that their review of all six r
7

3 i
'

| 11 of those contentions should be complete by the end of |
3 t

y 12 July.
5

13 Accordingly, the Staff would request that the

| 14 Licensing Board reconvene either.an additional prehearing
$
2 15 conference or set aside a date for hearing on any remaining
$ ,

j 16 issues on those contentions sometime during the month
us

6 17 of September or October. This is ample time to file
$

{ 18 formal testimony after receiving the Prairie Alliance's

E
19 responses in late July, if there are any -- if there isg

e t

20 any material which is not -- or if there are any gaps

21 in the material provided by the Staff and the material

22 which applicant may choose to provide, which leave open itens

23 with regard to those six cententions. If they do come

'
24 back with responses indicating there are open items,

O. i

25 the Staff has already indicated that as soon as we are i

;
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| |

| 1 notified we will attempt to make every effort to get |
>

1

() 2 individual reviewers or any other membe;s of the Staff

3 available to them in this area for an examination in an

(]) 4 informal setting without regard to the rules of cross

I
5g examination. |n

| 6 JUDGE PARIS: I would like to suggest we narrow
R
$ 7 that down to October. I'm committed to another case in
M
8 8 September, but October would be good for me.,

I d
c; 9 MR. GODDARD: That would certainly be acceptable
2 m
o

10 to the Staff. If we can't settle those by that time,e
!

$ II I think it is time we begin the litigation process.
3

N 12 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Sounds like a good month.
5

(]) 13 MR. ZABEL: WE certainly would not object.

| 14 CHAIRMAN CLARK: Well, gentlemen, I thank you
$
g 15 all for your patience and for your assistance. I feel
e
j 16 that this conference has been well worthwhile and certainly
e

d 17 it has to the Board, and I hope it has been to you, and
W

{ 18 since I think we have covered all the materials we hoped
k

19g to cover, the meeting stands adjourned,
n

20 (Whereupon the meeting was adjourned

21 at 2 :45 p.m.)

22
CD

l 23

() l
25 |
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